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1.

SCOPE

The Raster product Format (RPF) is a standard data
~co~.
1.1
structure for geospatial databases composed of rectangular arrays
of pixel values (e.g. in digitized maps or images) in compressed
or uncompressed form. RPF is intended to enable application
software to use the data in RPF format on computer-readable
interchange media directly without further manipulations or
transformation.
Each product category that represents a single instantiation of
RPF, or a family of instantiations of RPF, shall be described in a
separate product specification that makes appropriate reference to
this RPF standard and its companion standard, MIL-STD-2411-1,
which defines registered data values to be used with RPF files.
The RPF is intended to define a common format
1*2 ~.
for interchange of raster data between producers of such data in
DoD and users of the data, to help facilitate interoperability
among mission-critical systems.
1.3 ~ica~o
The Military Departments, office of the
Secretary of Defense, organizations of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
and the Defense Agencies of the Department of Defense
(collectivelyknown as DoD components) shall use the information
in this standard in preparing and accessing digital geographic
data required or specified to be in RPF.
.
1.4
ltv. This standard is UNCLASSIFIED. The procedures
and processes presented herein may be used for classified
processing where appropriate security provisions are added.

.
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2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

2.1.1 ~.
st~,
The following
specifications, standards, and handbooks form a par~ of this
document to the extent specified herein. Unless otherwise
specified, the issues of these documents are those listed in the
current Department of Defense Index of Specifications and
Standards (DODISS) and the supplement thereto, cited in the
solicitation (see 6.2).
MIL-A-89007

Military Specification: ARC
Digitized Raster Graphics
(ADRG)

MIL-A-89027

Prototype Specification for ARC
Digital Raster Imagery (ADRI)

MIL-STD-2407

Milita~ Standard, Vector
product Format (VPF)

MIL-STD-2400

Military Standard, Text product
Standard (TPS)

MIL-sTD-2411-1

Military Standard,
Registered Data Values for
Raster Product Format

MIL-sTD-2411-2

Military Standard,
Integration of Raster Product
Format Files Into the National
Imagery Transmission Format

(Unless otherwise indicated, copies of federal and military
specifications, standards, and handbooks are available from the
Standardization Documents Order Desk, Bldg. 4D, 700 Robbins
Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19111-5094).
2.1.2
ts.
The following specifications, standards, and handbooks form a par;
of this document to the extent specified herein. Unless otherwise
specified, the issues of these documents are those listed in the
current Department of Defense Index of Specifications and
Standards (DODISS) and the supplement thereto, cited in the
solicitation (see 6.2)
DMA TR 8350.2

Defense Mapping Agency
World Geodetic System 84, 2d
Edition
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Defense Mapping Agency
Datums, Ellipsoids, Grids, and
Grid Reference Systems

DMA TM 8358.1

(Unless otherwise indicated, copies of federal and military
specifications, standards, and handbooks are available from the
Defense Mapping Agency, ATTN: PR, ST A-13, 8613 Lee Highway,
Fairfax, VA 22031-2137).
,
*
The following document(s)
2.2 m-Gov~
form(s) a part of this document to the extent specified herein.
Unless othemise specified, the issues of the documents which are
DoD adopted are those listed in the issue of the DODISS cited in
the solicitation. Unless othemise specified, the issues of
documents not listed in the DODISS are the issues of the documents
cited in the solicitation (see 6.2).
ANSI 3.41-1974

American National Standards
Institute
Code extension techniques for
use with the 7-bit coded
character set of American
National Standard Code for
Information Interchange

ANSI/IEEE Std. 754-1985

Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers
IEEE Standard for Binary
Floating Point Arithmetic

IEEE 1003.1

.

.

Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers
portable Operating System
Interface for Computer
Environments

ISO/IEC 10149

International Standards
Organization
Information technology -- Data
interchange on read-only 120 mm
optical data disks (CD-ROM)

ISO/IEC 10777

International Standards
Organization
Information technology
4 mm wide magnetic tape 2.2
cartridge for information
interchange
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ISO/IEC DIS 10089

International Standards
Organization
130mm read-writeable optical
media cartridge

ISO/IEC DIS 11319

International Standards
Organization
Information technology
8 mm wide magnetic tape
cartridge for information
interchange
Helical scan recording

ISO/IEC 13346

Volume and File Structure of
Write-Once and Rewriteable
Media Using Non-Sequential
Recording for Information
Interchange

TBD

CD-Recordable Standard

(Application for copies of ANSI and 1S0 documents should be
addressed to the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
Inc., 1430 Broadway, New YORK, Ny 10018=)
(Non-Governmentstandards and other publications are normally
available from the organizations that prepare or distribute the
documents. These documents also may be available in or through
libraries or other informational services.)
In the event of a conflict between
2.3 ~.
the text of this document and the references cited herein (except
for related associated detail specifications or specification
sheets) the text of this document takes precedence. Nothing in
this document, however, supersedes applicable laws and regulations
unless a specific exemption has been obtained.

I

.
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This section is not applicable to this standard.
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4. GENEWW REQUIREMENTS
a. The RPF shall be a general, adaptable format to
encompass raster products in compressed or uncompressed form such
as:
(1) non-polar and polar raster maps transformed from
DMA’s ARC Digitized Raster Graphics (ADRG) maps, as specified in
MIL-A-89007; and
(2) imagery transformed from ARC Digital Raster Imagery
as
specified in MIL-A-89027.
(ADRI),
.

b. RPF data recorded on random access interchange media
shall be usable online at the user’s discretion. The data
structures must enable the user to process the data efficiently,
whether it is used online or imported into the user’s system,
without further algorithmic transformation. The user may be
permitted to relocate or reformat parts of the data to accommodate
the needs of the receiving system. However, all such processes
shall be completely reversible: the user shall be able to recover
the original data on the interchange media by processing the
relocated or reformatted data if necessary.
c. RPF shall accommodate new editions and updates to
existing editions of data.
d. The RPF data structure shall enable receiving system
software to be built with backward compatibility. That is, when
receiving system software is constructed to read and process a
given type of RPF data, it shall be capable of reading and
processing that data type even if the RPF standard changes after
the software is written, and if data of the given type is
subsequently recorded in accordance with the changed standard.
RPF shall be integrated into the National Imagery
Transmis~~on Format (NITF) as defined in MIL-STD-2411-2.
4.1 ~.
The accuracy of individual RPF-compatible data
products shall be specified in product specifications.
4.2 ~at~.
The horizontal datum
84, as defined in DMA TM 8350.2.

for RPF data shall be WGS-

The vertical datum for RPF data shall be as defined in individual
product specifications.
4.3

.

4.3.1 ~.
All numbers defined herein shall be given in
decimal notation, unless otherwise stated.
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A number N given in hexadecimal notation shall be written as (N)H.
A given hexadecimal digit may have any of the values (O, 1, ... 9,
A, B, ...F).
s~c~
. The file structures given in section 5
4.3.2 ~
employ the following notations:
<x> denotes an elementary field composed of bytes. Every byte
field in this standard will be defined in terms of its data type,
length, and domain.
/x/ denotes an elementary field or subfield composed of bits.
Every bit field or subfield in this standard will be defined in
terms of its data type, length, and domain (range of values).
[x] denotes a directory, file, or record -- i.e. a group of
logical elements -- that is composed of ordered collections of
fields and other groups of logical elements.
{xJ denotes the start of a “level” of one or more elements in an
ordered sequence. Each sequence of elements composing a file
shall have an assigned numeric level {x}, where x = 1, 2, 3, 4,
When a given group in a sequence of elements at level {x} is
composed of subordinate elements, the sequence of subordinate
elements shall be assigned to level {x+1). The structure of each
file and record is shown as an ordered indented list of its
component parts, beginning with a level number. The structure of
each directo~ is shown as an unordered indented list of its
component parts, beginning with a level number. Each level of
indentation corresponds to a level of subordination. For example,
for a directory,
●

0.

[directory 1]
{1} (unordered)
[file 1]
[file 2]
[directory 2]
indicates that [directory 1] contains [file 1], [file 2], and
[directory2], in any order.
Each file is defined completely in terms of its records and
fields, recorded in the exact order indicated. For example:

-7----
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[file 1]
{1}
<field a>
<field b>
[record 1]
{2}
<field
<field
{1}
[record 2]
{2)
<field
<field
<field

c>
d>

e>
f>
g>

indicates that [file 1] is composed of <field a>, followed by
<field b>, followed ~ [record 1], followed by [record 2].
In turn, [record 1] consists of <field c> followed by <field d>;
[record 2] is likewise composed of <field e>, <field f>, and
<field g>, in that order.
In the figures that define the RPF file structures, the complete
entry for a field will include its name, data type, and length in
the format:
<field name>,data type:length or
/field name/,data type:length
The “data type” shall be a four-character abbreviation, as
specified in TABLE 1 and 4.4.2 below. The ‘length” of a fixedlength @te field shall be an integer (number of bytes); the
“length” of a fixed-length bit string shall be an integer (number
of bits); the “length” of a variable-length field shall be
designated as ‘var”. For example,
{5}
[record 3]
{6}
<field
<field
<field
/field

h length>,uint:4
h>,asci:var
j>,asci:7
k/,bits:12 (2) ‘

indicates that [record 3] has the components <field h length>,
<field h>, <field j>, and /field k/. of these, <field h length>
is a 4-byte unsigned integer (which also defines the length in
bytes of <field h>); <field h> is a variable-length ASCII
character string; <field j> is a 7-byte ASCII character string;
and /field k/ is a bit string, 12 bits long, which occurs twice.
Any logical group [x] or field <x> or field /x/ may be repeated.
In general, the directories and files contain repeating groups of
elements. Directories may contain repeating groups of files and

-8-
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TABLE 1.

Data Types and Their Abbreviations.
Abbreviation (used
in defining data
structures)
asci
bits
byte
bool
ints
uint
_real

Data Type
ASCII string
Bit string
Byte string
Boolean
Integer (signed)
Integer (unsigned)
Real

other directories. Files may contain repeating groups of records
and fields.
When an element occurs exactly once, it is shown on a line by
itself without further elaboration. However, when an element is
to be repeated, the range of repetition is shown in parentheses
following the name of the element. For example,
[record 1] (1, ... 5)
[record 2]
indicates that [record 1] may occur 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 times, but
group implies
[record 2] occurs exactly once. The repetition of
a repetition of each of its component parts, in turn. Note that
components of any group may have their own repetition ranges as
well. For example,
{4}
[record 1] (1, ... many)
{5}
<field a>,uint:2
<field b>,asci:8 (1, ... 3)
<field c>,byte:l (32)
indicates that [record 1] occurs at least once, but can repeat an
indeterminate number of times. Each occurrence of [record 1] will
entail one occurrence of <field a>; 1, 2, or 3 occurrences of
<field b> (each 8 bytes long); and 32 occurrences of <field c>,
which is a byte string one ~te long.
If a logical element may be present in some instances and not in
others, then the range of repetition begins at O. For example,
<field a>,real:4 (O, ... many)
<field b>,real:4 (O, 1)

-9-
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indicates that <field a>, a 4-byte floating-pointnumber, may be
omitted entirely, or it may occur 1 or more times. <field b> may
be omitted as well, but it will not occur more than once. This
notation is extended to logical groups as well as to fields.
A directory may be composed of (contain) files and other
directories. A file may be composed of records and fields. A
record may be composed of fields and other records Every
occurrence of an [x] constitutes one occurrence of each of its
component parts.
●

4.3.3
For example, the phrase

●

The synbl

“::=“ means “is defined as.”

<x> ::= a 4-byte ASCII character string

.

●

●

is equivalent to saying that <x> is defined as a 4-~te ASCII
character string.
4.4 ~
4.4.1

re~nrmu
fit

.

f~

te ord~

●

a. The default method of recording numeric (i.e. integer
and real) data on interchange media shall adhere to the “big
endianm convention as specified in 4.4.1.2 below. However, a
given producer and a set of users may agree to exchange data in
“little endian” fashion as specified in 4.4.1.1 below to optimize
performance of a particular receiving system. The default byte
ordering for numeric data fields in a given product shall be
documented in its product specification.
b. Non-numeric data (e.g. pixel arrays or ASCII character
strings) shall be recorded in the order in which the data is
generated; the leftmost character shall always be recorded and
read first.
c. The most significant bit in each byte of every field,
regardless of data type, shall be recorded and read first, and
successive bits shall be recorded and read in order of decreasing
significance.
. In little endian format, the least
4.4.1.1 title
significant byte in each numeric field shall be recorded and read
first, and successive bytes shall be recorded and read in order of
increasing significance. That is, if an n-byte field F is stored
in memory beginning at address A, then the least significant byte
of F shall be stored at A, the next at A+l, and so on. The most
significant byte shall be stored at address A+n-1.
In big endian format, the most
4.4.1.2 ~a ~.
significant @te in each numeric field shall be recorded and read
first, and successive bytes shall be recorded and read in order of
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decreasing significance. That is, if an n-byte field F is stored
in memory beginning at address A, then the most significant byte
of F shall be stored at A, the next at A + 1, and so on. The
least significant byte shall be stored at address A + n - 1.
Each field defined in section 5 below shall
4.4.2 ~.
have one of the data types listed in TABLE 1 and specified in
4.4.2.1 through 4.4.2.7 below.
m N-byte signed integer field,
4.4.2.1 ~d~.
containing B = (8 * N) bits, shall represent positive numbers in
the range
0<x<[2’’(B-1)]-1
in the usual binary fashion and negative numbers in the range
(-1) *[2

A(B-1)-l]S

X<-l.

in twos complement form. That is, - 1x1 shall be represented by
Ixl in binary notation.
(2 “B)The number that is the twos complement of [2 A (B - 1)] shall be
reserved as a null value.
Note: A denotes exponentiation.
For example, in a 2-byte signed integer~ positive nu~rs
are
represented in the range O < x < 32,767, and negative numbers in
The hexadecimal number (8000)H, the
th~ range -32,767 S X i -1.
-32,768,
will
be reserved as a null value in a
twos complement of
2-byte signed integer.
Signed integer fields in this standard shall be defined as l-bytet
2-byte, or 4-byte signed integers, with the following null values:
l-byte signed integer, (80)H; 2-byte signed integer, (8000)H; and
4-byte signed integer, (8000 0000)H.
M N-byte unsigned integer field,
I~eae~
4.4.2.2 ~ed
containing B = (8 * N) bits, shall represent positive numbers in
the range
()<x~(2”B)-2
in the usual binary fashion.
The number (2 “ B) - 1 shall be reserved as a null value, except
as othemise specified herein.
For example, in a 2-byte unsigned integer, positive numbers are
represented in the range O S x S 65534. The hexadecimal number
(FFFF)H, corresponding to 65,535, will be reserved as a null value
in a 2-byte unsigned integer.

-11-
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Real value fields shall be defined as 44.4.2.3 MaU?akL
byte (single-precision)and 8-byte (double-precision)floatingpoint numbers, defined in accordance with ANSI/IEEE STD 754-1985.
Using the data structure notation specified in 4.3.2 above, a
<real value field> is defined as follows:
(1}

<real value field>
{2}
/sign bit/
/biased exponent/
/fraction/
(1) In a 4-byte real value, Bit 31 shall be the /sign
bit/; Bits 30 through 23 shall constitute the /biased exponent/;
and Bits 22 through O shall constitute the /fraction/. The number
represented by a 4-@te <real value field> shall be
x = [(-1) A /sign bit/] * [2 A (/biased exponent/ - 127)] * [1 +
/fraction/l
where:
/sign bit/ ::= O where <real value field> represents a positive
number, and ::= 1 where <real value field> represents a negative
number.
/biased exponent/ ::= an integer in the range O to 255; when the
bias is subtracted, the actual ex’ponentrepresented is in the
range -127 to +128.
/fraction/ ::= a number in the range O to {1 - [2 A (-23))}. The
value of the most significant bit of /fraction/ is 2 A (-1) and
the value of the least significant bit is 2 “ (-23).
The values plus and minus zero shall be represented as follows:
/biased exponent/ ::= O
/fraction/ ::= O
/sign bit/ ::= O to represent a value of +0, and /sign bit/
::= 1 to represent a value of -O.
The values plus and minus infinity shall be represented as
follows:
/biased exponent/ ::= 255
/fraction/ ::= O
/sign bit/ ::= O to represent plus infinity and /sign bit/
....- 1 to represent minus infinity.
Null values in 4-byte floating-point data fields shall be coded to
equal plus infinity, as defined above.
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The value “not a number” (NaN), resultin9 from an invalid
operation on a floating-point number (such as divide ~ zero),
shall be represented as follows:
/biased exponent/ ::= 255
/fraction/ > 0
/sign bit/ ::= O or 1
(2) In an 8-byte real value, Bit 63 shall be the /sign
bit/; Bits 62 through 52 shall constitute the /biased exponent/;
and Bits 51 through O shall constitute the /fraction/. The number
represented by an 8-byte real value shall be
x = [(-1) A /sign bit/1 * [2 A (/biased exponent / - 1023)1 * [1 +
/fraction/l
where:
/sign bit/ ::= as defined in 4.4.2.3(1) above;
/biased exponent/ ::= an integer in the range O to 2047; when the
bias is subtracted, the actual exponent represented is in the
range -1023 to +1024.
/fraction/ ::= a number in the range O to {1 - [2 “ (-52)]}. The
value of the most significant bit of /fraction/ is 2 A (-1) and
the value of the least significant bit is 2 A (-52).
The values plus and minus zero shall be represented as follows:
/biased exponent/ :;= O
/fraction/ ::= O
/sign bit/ ::= O to represent a value of +0, and /sign bit/
::= 1 to represent a value of -O.
.

The values plus and minus infinity shall be represented as
follows:
/biased exponent/ ::= 2047
/fraction/ ::= O
/sign bit/ ::= O to represent plus infinity and /sign bit/
::= 1 to represent minus infinity.
,
Null values in 8-byte floating-pointdata fields shall be coded to
equal plus infinity, as defined above.
The value “not a number” (NaN), resulting from an invalid
operation on a floating-point number (such as divide w zero),
shall be represented as follows:
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/biased exponent/ ::= 2047
/fraction/ > 0
/sign bit/ ::= O or 1
4.4.2.4
. An ASCII character string
field shall comprise one or more bytes, each coded in accordance
with ANSI 3.41-1974 , section 6. Each ASCII character string
shall be left justified and filled with trailing SPACE characters
unless otherwise specified. An ASCII character string of all
spaces will indicate a null value.
4.4.2.5 ~
S-.
A bit string field shall comprise one or
more bits -- not necessarily a multiple of 8 bits, which would
constitute a byte -- in which each bit, named in accordance with
4.3.l.e above, shall be coded with the values O and 1 and
interpreted independently of every other bit in the field.
Alternatively, a bit string may be composed of groups of bits,
with each group coded and interpreted independently of every other
group in the string.
.
4.4.2.6 li~
. A byte string field shall consist of one
or more bytes whose encoding is determined by a given product
specification but not specified in this standard. For example, a
given product specification may interpret a field -- that is
specified as a byte string field herein -- as an integer, an ASCII
string, a real value, or as a unique type, i.e. one that is not
defined herein, depending on the nature of the product.
A Boolean field shall be a one-byte field
coded as follows: (00) hexadecimal ::= false; (FF) hexadecimal ::=
true. No other bit values shall be coded.
.
4.5
To guarantee interoperability
or~a
st~
between originators and receivers of RPF data, it is intended that
the data will be recorded on high-density random access and
sequential media defined by international standards.
4.4*2*7

BQQkaxL

●

RPF data may also be recorded on other media for archiving, for
internal use in a system, or for interchange in accordance with
agreements that may be reached between a given originator and a
given group of receivers; however, in such cases interoperability
shall not be guaranteed for third-party receivers who are not
parties to such agreements.
4.5.1 m.
RPF data shall be recorded as specified herein
on any of the media types described below. other standard media
may be added in the future to reflect progress in recording media
technology.
*
4.5.1.1
Ct ~~d-c)~
(C~-R~
The data
shall be recorded on read-only 120mm optical data disks as defined
in ISO/IEC 10149.
●
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The data shall be recorded
1P o~
4.5.1.2
using a continuous composite servo”tracking method on 130 mm
(5.25-in.) erasable optical disks (EODS), as defined in ISO/IEC
DIS 10089.
The User Zone on each EOD shall be formatted as defined in I,SO/IEC
DIS 10089, Sections 16 and 17, with 512 bytes per sector.
.
P c~
The data shall be
c
4.5.1.3
recorded on 8mm wide magnetic tape cartridges manufactured in
accordance with ISO/IEC DIS 11319.
. The data shall be recorded on
4.5.1.4
4mm wide magnetic tape cartridges manufactured in accordance with
ISO/IEC DIS 10777.
.
The data shall be
(CD-U
t D~/RecWe
4.5.1.5
recorded on 120mm optical data disks as defined in TBD.
.
.
d file ~t~t?$
4.5.2
The volume and file structure for data recorded on
CD-ROM andaCD-R shall be as defined in ISO 9660.
Note: The nature of the ISO 9660 CD-ROM standard is such that
platforms will present the files and directory names differently.
As an example, although the files are written to the CD-ROM in
upper case (as defined in the standard), some file systems will
present the data in lower case letters. In addition, the
following differences in the presentation of the file and
directory names may also appear on various platforms:
Filenames with extensions may be appended with a semicolon1 (;1;.
Filenames without extensions may be appended by a single
perio~ (.) or with a period-semicolon-1(.;l).
The table of contents file for”RPF products includes the
pathnames to the frame files. The pathnames and frame files in
the table of contents file are written in upper case, and the
directory delimiters are given as forward slashes (/). Developers
of software for CADRG will be required to understand the format of
the pathnames in the table of contents file? as defined in this
section, in order to properly use the table of contents file.
b. The preferred volume and file structure for data
recorded on read-write and write-once/read-manyrandom access
media (i.e. disks) shall be the Non-Sequential Recording Format,
as defined in ISO 13346.
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User data on sequential media (i.e. tapes) shall be
formatte~-in accordance with the extended tar format, as defined
in IEEE 1003.1, paragraph 10.1.1.
4.5.3 Uectom
sur~
. The overall format and structure
of directories shall be in accordance with Section 5 of IEEE
Standard 1003.1.
A given random access volume shall contain the following directory
structure:
[rpf root directory] (unordered)
{1} (unordered)
[table of contents file]
[lookup table directory] (O, 1)
{2) (unordered)
[external color/grayscale file] (1, ... many)
{1} (unordered)
[frame directory] (O, ... many)
(2} (unordered)
[frame file] (O, .. many)
[subordinatedirectory] (O, ... many) (unordered)
.
*
.
4.5.4 ~~.~a
c~
. The unqualified
name of each RPF file shall be in the industry standard “8.3’I
format: up to 8 alphanumeric characters, followed by a period,
followed by an extension of up to three alphanumeric characters.
The unqualified name of each RPF directory shall be up to 8
alphanumeric characters.
4.5.4.1 ~ect~.
Directories on RPF interchange volumes
are intended to help locate the data on a given interchange
volume. At the discretion of the implementor, receivers of the
data may relocate the directory tree found on the interchange
media anywhere within their own file system hierarchies forprocessing.
a. The [rpf root directory] on a given volume shall be
named “RPFU. Every RPF volume shall have an [rpf root directory],
plus at least one subordinate [frame directory] or [lookup table
directory].
b. All [external color/grayscale file]s shall be stored on
the interchange media in the “RPF/LOOKUP”directory.
c. [frame filels shall be stored in a separate directory
hierarchy under the RPF directory. The producer shall determine a
strategy for choosing the hierarchical structure, the name of each
directory at each level in the hierarchy in a given volume, and a
method for assigning [frame file]s to specific directories. Each
[subordinateframe directory] shall have the same structure as the
[frame directory]. Each [frame directory] shall contain at least
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MIL-STD-2411one [frame file], in the [frame directo~l itself or in a
[subordinate frame directory].
The [table of contents file]
4.5.4.2
its
pathname
on
the interchange media
shall be named “A.TOC”;
shall be “RPF/A.TOCa.
●

4.5.4.3

color/~le

●

f-

.

All [external color/grayscale file] file names shall be
logicall~”coded as follows:
[file name]
{1}
<reference designator>,asci:4
<period>,asci:1
<extension>,asci:3
b. The file name described in 4.5.4.3.d below shall also
be recorded in the [header section] of the given [external
color/grayscale file].
c. A central authority (i.e. DMA) shall assign each
producer of RPF [frame file]s a block of <reference designator>
“numbers” for its exclusive use. Each producer shall be
responsible for generating a <reference designator> value that
makes the [file name] unique for each [external color/grayscale
file] that it produces.
d. [file name]s shall contain the following logical
elements, listed in alphabetical order:
(1) <extension> ::= a 3-~te ASCII character field ::=
“LUT”.
(2) <period> ::= a l-byte ASCII character field ::= “.”
(3) <reference designator> ::= a 4-byte ASCII character
field chosen to make a given file name unique. Each byte of
<reference designator> shall have one of the following possible
values: capital letter, A through Z, excluding I and 0. The
<reference designator> may be regarded.as a radix 24 number that
Q ---.:L1.
pussLLJLe -..,---Vakue>.
can be assigned-any
of 24~”
4.5.4.4

.
All RPF [frame file] names shall be logically coded as

follows:a”
[file name]
{1}
<reference designator>,asci:8
<period>,asci:1
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<data series and zone>,asci:3
b. The file name described below shall also be recorded in
the [header section] of the given [frame file].
c. A central authority (i.e. DMA) shall assign each
producer of RPF [frame file]s a block of <reference designator>
“numbers” for its exclusive use. Each producer shall be
responsible for generating a <reference designator> value which,
combined with a given <data series and zone> shall make the [file
name] unique for each [frame file].
d. [file name]s shall contain the following logical
elements, listed in alphabetical order:
(1) <data series and zone> ::= a 3-byte ASCII character
field indicating the data type of the given file, encoded as
specified in MIL-sTD-2411-1, section 5.1.5.
(2) cperiod> ::= a l-~te ASCII character field ::= “.”
(3) <reference designator> ::= an 8-byte ASCII
character field chosen to make a given file name unique for a
given <data series and zone> value. Each new, replacement, and
update [frame file] shall have a unique reference designator for a
given value of <data series and zone>. Each byte of <reference
designator> shall have one of the following possible values: any
digit from O through 9; or any capital letter, A through Z,
excluding I and O. The <reference designator> may be regarded as
a radix 34 number that can be assigned any of 34”8 possible
values.
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5.

DETAILED REQUIREMENTS

The RPF is designed to accommodate digital
5*1 ~.
map and image products in compressed or uncompressed form for
interchange between producers of the data such as DM.Aand users of
the data in the military services. The following concepts
pertaining to the construction and use of RPF files are described
below: accommodation for compressed and uncompressed data; use of
frames, subframes, and masks; transparent pixels; updating and
replacing files; backward compatibility; relationship of RPF to
the Vector product Format and the Text Product Standard; packaging
standards; and the relationship of the RPF to its companion
standard for registered data values.
The essence of an
5.1.1
uncompressed RPF data file is a matrix of data element values such
as color values in a digitized map or grayscale values in a
RPF data file, the matrix of
grayscale image. For a corrzpressed
element values can be decompressed ~ some well-defined algorithm
to recover a corresponding matrix of color or grayscale values.
The producer is responsible for compressing the data using an
algorithm whose essential parameters are defined in the [frame
file]; the user is responsible for decompressing the data and
using it in a meaningful way. This RPF standard does not specify
specific compression or decompression algorithms; it simply
provides a data structure that will accommodate the element values
and the accompanying information, such as lookup tables and
parameter lists, that the user needs to perform the decompression.
The product specification for a given RPF-compatible product type
will contain the details.of applicable compression and
decompression algorithms.

●

In general, the matrix of data in
5.1.2 ~.
a given [frame file] will be organized into a matrix of subframes,
each comprising, in decompressed form, a fixed number of data
elements (e.g. 256 x 256 pixels in a typical map [frame file]). A
typical frame, in turn, will be composed of a matrix of such
~
subframes (e.g. 6 x 6 subframes).
.
*
e n~.
5.1.3
,
.
r~~~
a. Each frame shall provide information about a given
geographic area defined in the [coverage section] of the [frame
file]. In a series of frames of identical size and scale in a
given geographic zone, each frame can be distinguished from the
others within the series by simply naming one of its four corners.
By convention, the southwest (lower left) corner will be used to
characterize a frame in such a context. For example, the
<geographic location> defined for a [frame file] in a [frame file
index record] in the [table of contents file] (see 5.2.1 below)
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will be the location of the southwest (lower left) corner of the
[frame file].
b. Each boundary rectangle defined in the [boundary
rectangle section] of a [table of contents file] will act as a
logical container for a rectangular “virtual matrix” of frames
(see 5.2.1 below). Individual frames may be referenced by their
(row, column) position within such a matrix.

.

(1) By convention, the southernmost (lowest)row of
every frame matrix shall be Row 0, and row numbering shall
increase in the northerly (up) direction. In a matrix with N
rows, the northernmost (topmost) row shall be numbered Row N-1.
(2) Similarly, in a matrix with M columns, the
westernmost (leftmost)column in such a matrix shall be Column O,
and the easternmost (rightmost)column shall be Column M-1.
c. The frame itself will act as a logical container for
one or more subframes, arranged within a rectangular matrix (see
5.1.2 above and 5.2.2 below). Individual subframes may be
position within such a matrix.
referenced by their (row, COIUmn)
(1) By convention, the northernmost (top) row of every
subframe matrix shall be Row O, and row numbering shall increase
in the southerly (down) direction. In a matrix with N rows, the
southernmost (bottom) row shall be numbered Row N-1.
(2) Similarly, in a matrix with M columns, the
westernmost (leftmost) column in such a matrix shall be Column O,
and the easternmost (rightmost) column shall be Column M-1.
(3) Within a [frame file], non-empty subframes shall be
recorded in row major order, beginning with ROW 0, COIUIM O.
(Empty subframes shall not be recorded.)
d. Likewise, the subframe will act as a logical container
for rows and columns of /image code/s representing pixels in
compressed or uncompressed form, arranged within a rectangular
matrix (see 5.2.2 below). Individual /image code/s may be
referenced by their (row, column) position within such a matrix.
(1) By convention, the northernmost (top) row of every
/image code/ matrix shall be Row O, and row numbering shall
increase in the southerly (down) direction. In a matrix with N
rows, the southernmost (bottom) row shall be numbered Row N-1.
(2) Similarly, in a matrix with M columns, the
westernmost (leftmost)column in such a matrix shall be Column O,
and the easternmost (rightmost)column shall be Column M-1.
(3) /image code/s shall be recorded in row major order,
beginning with Row O, Column O.
—
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t DIn general, each image data point
5.1.4
in a subframe will represent the color, intensity, or value of a
variable that characterizes the given point. However, in some
cases, data may be missing, or not available at a given geographic
point in a subframe. In such cases, a so-called ‘transparent
pixel” or ‘null” value shall be assigned to the data at the given
point; users shall treat transparent pixels as null values, ‘and
not as numeric quantities. (See the related discussion of null
values in 4.4.2.2 above.) A specific RPF-compatible product type
that use compressed [frame file]s may contain a product-specific
method of designating parts of the compressed data that represents
transparent pixels, or a product-specific method of designating
output (decompressed)transparent pixels~ or both*

5.1.5 ~.
a. As noted in 5.1.3 above, a frame is a logical container
for one or more subframes. When a frame is composed of multiple
subframes, some subframes may contain data and others may not, at
a given time. The non-empty subframes shall be recorded on the
interchange volume, and the empty subframes shall be omitted.
Therefore, a mechanism is needed to designate which subframes are
present and which (if any) are omitted from the interchange
volume.
(1) As noted in 5.1.3 above, the non-empty subframes
shall be recorded in a contiguous sequence in row major order.
If, for example, a frame contains a matrix of 3 x 3 variablelength subframes, and the subframes ‘for (Row O, Column O) and (ROW
1, Column 2) are empty, then the lengths of the recorded and
unrecorded subframes might be as shown in TABLE 2.
TABLE 2. ~.
Subframe
Row
0
0

0
1
1
1
2
2
2

Subframe
column
0
~2
0
1
2
0
1
2

Subframe Length

Cumulative
Length

(0)H
(0000 11OO)H
(0000 1200)H
(0000 1400)H
(0000 OFOO)H
(0)H
(0000 OCOO)H”
(0000 OEOO)H
(0000 lIOO)H

(0)H
(0000 11OO)H
(0000 2300)H
(0000 3700)H
(0000 4600)H
(0000 4600)H
(0000 5200)H
(0000 6000)H
(0000 7100)H

(2) When a [frame file] is recorded with one or more
empty subframes, the [frame file] shall include a [subframe mask
table] that relates the row and column number of each subframe to
the address (byte number) of the /image code/s comprising each
subframe.
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(3) The mask will consist of an array of <subframe
offset> entries, in row major order, one for every subframe in the
frame, whether or not it is empty.
(4) If a subframe is not empty, its <subframe offset>
entry will be the address of the first byte of the subframe,
measured from the beginning of the [spatial data subsection] in
the [frame file]; if the subframe is empty (and therefore not
recorded), its <subframe offset> shall be assigned a null value.
In the example cited above, the <subframe offset> values in the
[subframe mask table] will be as shown in TABLE 3. In the given
example, the entire length of the [spatial data subsection]
(recorded in the [location section]) containing the seven recorded
subframes will be (7100)H. Using the information recorded in the
[location section], the user will be able to calculate the length
of Subframe (2, 2) as (11OO)H. Similarly, using the <subframe
offset> data in TABLE 3, the user will be able to calculate the
lengths of the other six recorded subframes. For example, the
length of Subframe (1, 1) = (4600)H - (3700)H = (OFOO)H.
el e~
[s~e
-k
TABLE 3.
●

Subframe
Row

Subframe
column

o
0
0

o

1
1
1

2
2
2

1
2

0
1
2

0

<subframe
offset> value
(FFFF FFFF)H
(0000 00()())H
(0000 11OO)H
(0000 2300)H
(0000 3700)H
(FFFF FFFF)H
(0000 4600)H
(0000 5200)H
(0000 6000)H

(5) The receiver of a [frame file] will be able to use
the [subframe mask table] to determine the (row, column) locations
-. and therefore the geographic locations -- of the subframes that
are present in the [frame file].
(6) If all of the subframes in a [frame file] are nonempty and equal in length, then the [subframemask table] may or
may not be recorded. (The product specifications for a given RPFcompatible product will establish whether or not the [subframe
mask table] is always recorded.) The receiver in this case will
be able to compute the relationship between the implicit sequence
number of each subframe and its (row, column) position.
b. A non-empty subframe may contain one or more
transparent pixels, as described in 5.1.4 above. In such cases, a
[transparencymask table] shall be recorded in the [frame file] to
indicate each non-empty subframe that contains at least one
transparent pixel.
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(1) The structure of the [transparencymask table]
shall be identical to that of the [subframe mask table] described
above. For example, in the example cited above, if the subfrae
in (Row 2, Column 1) and the subframe in (Row 2, Column 2) each
contain one or more transparent pixels, and none of the other
subframes contain any transparent pixelsj then the entries in the
[transparencymask table] will be as shown in TABLE 4.
●

tr~

TABLE 4.
Subframe
Row

Subframe
Column

o
0
0

1

1
1

1
2
2
2

o

2
0

1
2
0
1

2

.

<subframe
offset> value
(FFFF FFFF)H
(FFFF FFFF)H
(FFFF FFFF)H
(FFFF FFFF)H
(FFFF FFFF)H
(FFFF FFFF)H
(FFFF FFFF)H
(0000 5200)H
1(0000 6000)H

(2) If none of the subframes in the [frame file]
contain at least one transparent pixel, then the [transparent
pixel mask table]; may or may not be recorded, as defined in
product specifications.
c. If all subframes are present and at least one subframe
contains one or more transparent pixels, then the [transparency
mask table] shall be recorded and the [subframe mask table] may or
may not be recorded.
d. If one or more subframes are empty and at least one of
the non-empty subframes contains one or more transparent pixels,
then the [transparencymask table] and the [subframe mask table]
shall be recorded.
e. If one or more subframes are empty and none of the
subframes in the [frame file] contain at least one transparent
pixel, then the [subframe mask table] shall be recorded and the
[transparencymask table] may or may not be recorded.
f. If all subframes are present and none of the subframes
in the [frame file) contain at least one transparent pixel, then
the entire [mask subsection] may or may not be recorded.
5.1.6

.

a. The RPF design accommodates update and replacement of
existing raster products. To incorporate this capability, each
[frame file] shall be characterized as one of three types:
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(1) An original [frame file], representing the first
edition of a given type of raster data at a given scale or
resolution and covering a given geographic area;
(2) A [frame file] that is a new edition, completely
replacing all previous editions of the [frame file) for the given
data type, scale or resolution, and coverage;
(3) An update or patch that replaces one or more of the
subframes comprising the parent edition of the [frame file]t but
leaves the other subframes unchanged.
b. Each [frame file] of a given data type shall be
assigned a unique [file name], which can be referenced when an
update or re~lacement occurs as described in 4.5.4.4 above.
M;reover, ea~h update or replacement [frame file] will include a
small table that names all of the relevant [frame file]s -original, replacement, or update -- that are the ancestors of the
current [frame file] and identifies the relationships among them.
c. The information contained in successive updates to a
given parent [frame file] shall be cumulative. That is, each
update to a given parent shall contain new update information
(e.g. inserting a new tower) and shall also contain all of the
previous updates to that same parent (e.g. a previously reported
new power line and a change in the label of an elevation contour)
that were published since the parent was issued.
For example, suppose that DMA produces a raster [frame file] with
55:1 compression at I:lM scale in 1993 for the geographic region
36 to 40 degrees north latitude and 112 to 116 degrees west
longitude, with <reference designator> ABCD1234. In 1994, the
same producer publishes a replacement [frame file] for that
entire region, with <reference designator> EF56GH78. Then the
[replace/updatesection] for frame EF56GH78 will have one record,
indicating that the current [frame file] completely replaces frame
number ABCD1234, as shown in TABLE 5.
, .
of
e~
r~s
for Seca
TABLE 5. Example of fre~are/@ate
f~
.
a [*
●

t

New [frame file]
designator
EF56GH78

old [frame file]
designator
,ABCD1234

Replace/Update Status
4
3 (Replace)
4

Suppose further that in 1995 an update to frame EF56GH78 is
published in frame J901K234. Then the [replace/updatesection]
for frame J901K234 will have two records, as shown in TABLE 6: the
first will indicate that the current frame updates frame EF56GH78;
the second record will indicate that frame number EF56GH78, in
turn, replaces frame number ABCD1234.
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Later in 1995, the producer issues yet another update to frame
EF56GH78, in frame L567890M, which contains a new change and also
duplicates the change that was first specified in frame number
J901K234. The [replace/updatesection] for frame L567890M has
three records, as shown in TABLE 7: the first two indicating that
the current [frame file] updates frame EF56GH78 and supersedes
frame J901K234; the third indicating that frame number EF56GH78,
in turn, replaces frame number ABCD1234.

\

.

New [frame file]
designator
J901K234
EF56GH78

Old [frame file]
designator
EF56GH78
lABCD1234

New [frame file]
<reference
designator>
L567890M
L567890M
EF56GH78

old [frame file]
<reference
designator>
EF56GH78
J901K234
ABCD1234

Replace/Update Status
4

1 (Update)
13 (Replace)

I

Replace/Update Status
1 (Update)
2 (Supersede)
3 (Replace)

4

In other words, each [fr~e file], other than an original [frame
file] with no ancestors, will contain the entire replacement and
update history of the current [frame file], so that receivers who
have any of the previous editions or updates will know how to
handle the current [frame file]. (For example, holders of frame
EF56GH78 will be able to update it with frame L567890M even though
they may never have received frame J901K234; holders of frame
ABCD1234 who don’t have frame EF56GH78 will be able to order frame
EF56GH78 from the producer.)
Updates will not extend across multiple editions of compressed
[frame filels; that is, it will not be,possible for J901K234 and
L567890M to update ABCD1234.
In addition, the update history for a given [frame file] will
pertain only to the current edition. When a new edition of the
complete [frame file] is released, the [replace/updaterecordls
for all previous full editions of the file will be kept, but
updates to previous editions will not be carried foward.
This situation is illustrated in TABLE 8. In 1996, the producer
publishes a complete replacement for EF56GH78, in frame NPQR4321.
The records show that NPQR4321 replaced EF56GH78, and EF56GH78
replaced ABCD1234.
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All [replace/updaterecord]s shall be stored in descending order
by <replace/update status>, and then in descending order by new
<reference designator>, and then in descending order by old
<reference designator>.
5.1.7
. The central producer (DMA)will
issue itself and every other authorized producer a block of
<reference designators for its use. Each producer will be
responsible for guaranteeing that a unique <reference designator>
is assigned to each [frame file] -- and each external
color/grayscale file -- that it publishes.
TABLE 8.
New [frame file]
<reference
designator>
NPQR4321
EF56GH78

P nf ir-ei-e
of a f~l~
old [frame file]
<reference
designator>
EF56GH78
ABCD1234

rels
.

fnr the
●

Replace/Update Status
3 (Replace)
3 (ReDlace)

5.1.8
d
The RPF structure incorporates
mechanisms that facilitate backward compatibility in the evolution
of the structure itself. - underlying premise is that the
structure will evolve through growth, rather than replacement.
Therefore, backward compatibility is achieved as follows:
●

By enabling new sections to be added to any file, subject
to approval of the configuration control organization, without
affecting the structures of existing files; and
●

By enabling new subsections and new fields and tables to
be ad~ed to existing sections without affecting the structure of
the remainder of the section.
As a result, properly written software that can read one RPF file
will be able to read any other RPF file, even though it may not
know how to process some new sections or parts of sections.
For example, the [header section] of each RPF file (see FIGURE 2,
FIGURE 3, or FIGURE 4) will contain a <location section location>
field. RPF software should be written to always use the value in
this field to determine where the [location section] begins. Then,
if additional fields or groups are added to the end of the [header
section] in a future implementationof this standard, pre-existing
software will be able to find the [locationsection] and ignore
the new fields. Moreover, RPF volumes written to the present
standard will be still be usable. The intention is that any
software that can read (i.e. parse) the [header section] of a
given RPF file will always be able to read at least the beginning
of the [header section] of any other RPF file, find the [location
section], and therefore find every other section in the file.
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Similarly, if a future version of this standard adds new fields tO
a given section of a file, pre-existing software employing the
built-in offset fields will still be able to locate the alreadydefined tables and groups in the given section.
The various <... record length> fields referring to fixed-length
records (such as <boundary rectangle record length> in the [table
of contents file]) are likewise intended to facilitate backward
compatibility, enabling any future version of this standard to add
new fields to the referenced record (the [boundary rectangle
record] in this example) without affecting the capability of thenexisting software to read each record.
The completely general structure of the [location section] will
enable new types of sections to be added to the file in the future
with minimal impact on existing software. That is, the user’s
program will be required to identify each section in order to
process it; if it encounters a section that it doesn’t recognize,
it will not be prevented, necessarily, from processing the
remaining sections of the file that it does recognize. It will be
possible, under configuration management, to add new fields or
record types to satisfy future requirements without adversely
affecting the capability of existing software to read and process
data. The user’s software should be required to ignore any record
types that it does not recognize.
u w~
. A given RPF volume may contain a
5.1.9
mix of raster product types in the RPF directory (see 4.5.3
above), encompassing a variety of scales (or resolutions) and
compression techniques. Producer policies will determine
strategies for allocating specific product types to specific
volumes.
The RPF shall be treated as a companion standard to the Vector
product Format (VPF) defined in MIL-STD-2407 and the Text Product
Standard (TPS) defined in MIL-sTD-2400. It is intended that VPFcompatible data files and TPS-compatible data files may be
recorded on the same media as RPF-compatible data files, in
separate directories outside the RPF directory, at the discretion
of the producer.
a
The
5.1.10
codes to be used in a number of fields in RPF files, such as
<component id> and <security classification>,will be defined in
MIL-sTD-2411-1, which is intended to be a companion to this
standard. The codes that pertain to a given RPF-compatible data
product will be identified in the specification for the given
product. MIL-STD-2411-1 will be updated periodically to reflect
additional code values. DMA will maintain MIL-sTD-2411-1 to
ensure the following: that the meanings of the codes are
universally understood; that a given code for a given field shall
have only one meaning, no matter which application or product the
code value is used for; and that a mechanism exists for defining
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and disseminating new codes as the applications, products, and
this standard evolve.
5.1.11 ~tral
M.
In general, a raster product consists
of a series of pixels or data elements that represent -- in
compressed or uncompressed form -- a matrix of values of some
variable of interest (e.g. the color of a point on a map). To
accommodate large raster databases, the data are partitioned into
frames, and then into subframes. In a simple raster product, each
pixel or data element corresponds to a single-valued quantity,
such as a grayscale value.

-

But in more complex products, such as color maps and imagest the
variable of interest may be expressed in terms of several
components. For example, a typical RGB color image has distinct
red, green, and blue components, each described by an 8-bit (lbyte) variable. One could record, in each subframe, the series of
values as a sequence of 3-byte fields, each representing the R, G~
and B components, in turn, of a single pixel. This is typically
called interleaved, or band interleaved by pixel format.
As another alternative, one could store in a single table, within
each subframe, all of the R components for a subframe line,
followed by the B components for a subframe line, and then the G
components for the subframe line. This pattern would be repeated
for each subframe line. This is typically called band interleaved
by line format.
Alternatively, within each subframet one could se9re9ate all of
the R components into one table (called a spectral band table),
the G components into another spectral band table with the
identical structure, and the B components into a third sPectral
band table, also with the identical structure. This is defined as
band interleaved ~ subframe format.
In each of these structural variants, the subframe iS the hi9hest
organizational unit. That is, all the data for Subframe O 1s
recorded in the appropriate format (i.e. band interleaved by
pixel, band interleaved by subframe, or band interleaved by line),
followed by all the data for Subframe 1, and so on. In still
another variant, the data in a given spectral band can be recorded
for Subframes O through N, followed by the data for another
spectral band for Subframes O through N, and so on. This is
defined as band sequential format.
Band sequential and band interleaved formats are mutually
exclusive: an image may be band sequential or band interleaved,
but not both. Moreover, the various band interleaved formats are
likewise mutually exclusive; an image may be band interleaved by
pixel or by line or by subframe.
To provide the capability for RPF to handle each case, each
[spatial data subsection] shall contain one or more [spectral
—
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group]s; within each [spectral group], each subframe may COntain
one or more [spectral band table]s; each [spectral band table] is
composed of one or more [image row]s; each [image row] is composed
of one or more [spectral band line]s; and each [spectral band
line] is composed of one or more /image code/s.
In the band interleaved by pixel case, there will be one [spectral
group]; within the [spectral group], each [subframe table] will
contain one [spectral band table], and each [image row] will
contain one [spectral band line]. Each pixel will comprise a
series of data element values -- one for each spectral band
represented.
In the band interleaved by line case, there will be one [spectral
group]; within the [spectral group], each [subframe table] will
contain one and only one [spectral band table), and each [image
row] will contain multiple [spectral band line]s.
In the band interleaved by subframe case, there will be one
[spectral group]; within the [spectral group], each [subframe
table] will contain multiple [spectral band table]s, and each
[image row] in each [spectral band table] will contain one and
only one [spectral band line]. In the case of a subframe-level
band sequential RGB image, three such tables would be used -- one
each for red, green, and blue data.
In the band sequential case, there will be multiple [spectral
group]s (one per band: three [spectral groupls in the RGB case);
each [subframe table within each [spectral group] will contain one
[spectral band table], and each [image row] will contain one
[spectralband line].
The specification for a given product will specify the spectral
band format of the spatial data.
,
. Each [frame
for ~
cov~e
5.1.12 ~cit
file] shall contain data that covers a given geographic region of
the Earth. The [coverage section] in a given [frame file) shall
define the four corners -- in terms of latitude and longitude -of a rectangular boundary that completely contains all of the
pixels constituting the frame. This rectangular boundary shall
also represent the ‘implicit coverage”,for attributes of the frame
and their parameters. That is, if a separate explicit coverage
for a given attribute parameter is not defined in the [attribute
section], then the coverage for that parameter shall be equal to
the lmundary defined in the [coverage section].
If an explicit coverage is defined for one or more attributes
(e.g. if the horizontal accuracy of a given frame is not a
constant, but varies from one part of the frame to another), then
each explicit coverage shall be expressed in the [attribute
section] as the coordinates of a polygon that is entirely or
partially contained in the given frame. That is, if a given
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MIIJ-STD-2411attribute is associated with a given geographic region that
overlaps parts of several frames, then the coordinates of the
entire polygon can be recorded as the explicit coverage area in
each of the frames that intersects the polygon.
5.2 ~.
The SPecific data structure$
that conform to the RPF are described in the paragraphs below,
including: [table of contents file]; [frame file]; and [external
color/grayscale file].
5.2.1

●

The structure of the [table of contents file] will be
compa~~ble with the structure of the [frame file].
b.

The overall structure shall be as follows:
[table of contents file]
{1}
[header section]
[location section]
[boundary rectangle section] (O, 1)
[frame file index section] (O, 1)
[colorable file index section] (O, 1)

(1) The [header section] will identify the file and
provide security information. Note: the <location section
location> field is intended to facilitate backward compatibility.
See 5.1.8 above.)
(2) The [location section] will show the programmer the
begiming @te locations (addresses)of the remaining sections in
the file, relative to the beginning of the file.
(a) The programmer will be able to read in and
interpret the [location section] and immediately know where to
find the data of interest, and the length of each section.
(b) The [component location record]s in the [location
section] will be stored in ascending sequence by <component id>.
(c) The <component aggregate length> field shall
contain the sum of the <component length> fields in the [component
location record]s. The receiver will be able to compare the
<component aggregate length> with the sum of the individual
<component length>s to ensure that the [location section] has been
found correctly and to verify its structural integrity.
(3) The [boundary rectangle section) will contain the
boundaries of one or more boundary rectangles, each defining the
periphery of a geographic area containing all of the [frame file]s
in the given data interchange volume that have a given data typet
compression ratio, producer, latitudinal zone, and scale (or
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resolution). A given record will also specify the dimensions of a
rectangular “virtual matrix” of fixed-size frames of the given scale
or resolution that fills the given boundary rectangle. The [frame
file index section] will provide the identities of the subset of
these frames that are actually recorded on the given interchange
volume. If the [frame file index section] is omitted, then the
[boundary rectangle section] shall be omitted. - example of a
boundary rectangle is shown in FIGURE 1.
(4) The [frame file index section] will contain scales
and data types for all [frame file]s in the given volume. Each
entry will identify the boundary rectangle (named in the [boundary
rectangle section]) where the frame is located, and it will
specify the row and column in a “virtual matrix” of frames within
the boundary rectangle where the specific frame is located. The
information will enable the user to compute the coverage of the
given frame, as specified in the corresponding [frame file].
The [pathname table] will show the pathname from the RPF directory
of each [frame file] listed in the [frame file index table]. For
example, for any [frame file] stored in directory
RPF/coNC/CONCZ02, the pathname will be “./coNc/CONCZO2”. Since
the [pathnametable] entries will vary in length, the [frame file
index record] for a given [frame file] provides the offset and
length of the cpathname> field in the [pathname table] that
pertains to the given [frame file]. The [frame file]s stored in
the same directory will have the same <pathname>. The [frame file
index record]s for these [frame file]s will be able to use a
single [pathname record].
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(5) The [colorable file index section] will contain
file names and brief narrative descriptions of each [external
color/grayscale file]s, if any, stored in the given interchange
volume.
The detailed structure of the [table of contents file]
shall betas shown in FIGURE 2.
d. The [table of contents file] shall contain the
following logical elements, listed in alphabetical order:
(1) <boundary rectangle record length> ::= a 2-byte
unsigned integer 2 132 indicating the length in bytes of each
[boundaw rectangle record] (intended for backward compatibility;
see 5.1.8 above).
(2) <boundary rectangle record number> ::= a 2-byte
unsigned integer, O < <boundary rectangle record number> S <number
of boundary rectangle records> - 1, defining the sequence number
of the [boundary rectangle record] that defines the geographic
area containing the region where the [frame file] identified in
this [frame file index record] is located.
(3) <boundary rectangle table offset> ::= a 4-~te
unsigned integer defining the displacement, measured in bytes,
between the beginning of the [boundary rectangle subsection] and
the first ~te of the [boundary rectangle table] (counting the
first byte of the [boundary rectangle subsection] as O).
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[tableof contentsfile]
(1}
[headersection]
{2}
<little/big
endianindicato~,lmol:l
*=
sectionlengtb,tit:2
<filermne>,
asci:12
cnew/r@acenent/update
indicato~,uint:l
<gweming standard~,asci:15
<gowming standarddate,asci:8
<securi~classificati-,aSci:l
<security
country/intamatioMl
code>,asci:2
<semrityreleasemrZ0asci:2
<locationsectionlocatioo,uint:4
{1}
[location
section]
{2}
<location
sectionl_,utit:2
<cmponentlocationtableoffset>,uint:4
amber of caqmnent locationr-rds>,uint:2
<ccaponmtlocationrecordlengtb,uint:2
<cfinent aggregatela@,uint:4
[c~nent locationtable]
{3)
[ccmponent
locationrecord](2, ...
{4}
<capmmt i*,uint:2
<caponentlengtb,utit:4
<conponent
location,
uint:4
{1}
[~
rectanglesection](O,1)
{2}
[bundaryrectanglesectionstieaderl
{3}
uint:4
=Jnd=Yrectangletableoffset>,
amber of bounday rectangle
records>,
uint:2
*rectangle
recordlen@, utit:
2
(2}

[boundacy
rectangleSubjection]
{3}
[~
r=tangletable]
{4)
[~
rectangle
record](1,...
{5}
qroduct datatype>,
asci:
5
c~ression ratio>,
asci:
5
<scaleor resolut
iom,asci:
12
<zone>,
asci:
1
cprducep,asci:
5
FIGURE 2.

e Of c-ts

fllel. detailed st?-~ct~ .
●
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-rthwest/ugperleftlatitude>,
real:
8
-rthwest /~
leftlongituktreal:8
<southwst/lower
leftlatitude>,
real:
8
~_t/lower
leftlongit-t r~: 8
aortheast/~
rightlatitu~tr~: 8
amtheast /upperrightlongitude>,
real:
8
~theast /lowerrightlatitude>,
r~: 8
<~theast /lowerrightlongitude>,
real:8
aorth-smth/vertical
resoluti-,real:8
<east-wsthorizontalr=luti-t ra: 8
<latitude/vertical
intemab,real:8
<longitude/horizatd.
intend>,real:8
~
of frams in north--th or up-directi~,uint:4
amber of frams in et-west or leftrightdirecti-,uint:
4
{1}
[fram fileindexsection](O,1)
{2}
[fram fileindexsecticnstiderl
{3}
tighest securi~ classif
icatio-,asci:
1
<fram fileind~ tableoffset>,
uint:4
amber of frane fileind~ remrds>,uint:4
amber of pathame records>,
uint:2
<fram fileindexremrd 1-?
u~t:2
{2}
[fram fileindexsubection]
(3}
[framefileM=
table]
{4}
[framefileindexrecord](1,... many)
{5}
dmndary rectangle
record~,uint:2
<fram locationruw ~,uint:2
<fram locationcolumn~,uint:2
~thname recordoffset>,
uint:
4
<fram filenane>,
asci:
12
<geographic
locatim,asci:
6
<fram filesecurityclassif
icatio~,asci:1
<framefilesecuri~ countxy/intemational
code>,
asci:
2
<fram filesecuri~ release
mar@, asci:2
{3}
[pathname
table]
{4}
[~thnamerecord](1, ... maqy)
{5}
~thname length%uint:2
-~>,

FIGURE2.

of

asci:W

. ~-1.
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{1}
[colorableindexsection](0,1)
{2)
[colotile inda sectionsubheader]
{3}
<mlortableindextableoffset>,
uint:
4
of colorableind= records>,
tit:2
amber
<colorableirxlex
recordlength,uint:
2
(2}
[colotile ind= subection]
{3}
[Coloale indextable]
{4}
[colorableinda record](1,.. mny)
{5}
<externalcolor/grayscale
file
name>,
asci:
12
ccomwnt>,asci:50
FIGURE 2.

e of r~

.
.
. de~led
fllel.
Concluded.
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(4) <colorable index record length>,uint:2 ::= a 2byte unsigned integer 2 62 indicating the length in bytes of each
[colorable index record] (intended for backward compatibility;
see 5.1.8 above).
(5) <colorable index table offset> ::= a 4-byte
unsigned integer indicating the displacement, measured in bytes,
between the beginning of the [colorable index subsection] and the
first byte of the [colorable index table] (counting the first
~te of the [colorable index subsection] as O). (Intended for
backward compatibility; see 5.1.8 above).
(6) <comment> ::= a 50-byte ASCII character string
describing the characteristics of the [external color/grayscale
file] named in this [colorable index record].
(7) <component aggregate length> ::= a 4-byte unsigned
integer indicating the sum of the lengths in bytes of all of the
<component length> fields in this [location section].
(8) <component id> ::= a 2-byte unsigned integer
identifying a specific level-2 component of a given section (e.g.
[compressionparameter subsection] in the [compressionsection))
whose location is given in the corresponding <component location>
field in this [component location record], encoded as defined in
MIL-sTD-2411-1, section 5.1.1.
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(9) <component length>::= a 4-byte unsigned integer
indicating the length in bytes of the component named in the
corresponding <component id> field.
(10) <component location> ::= a 4-byte unsigned integer
defining the absolute address (i.e. byte number) of the first byte
of the component measured from the beginning of this RPF [frame
file] (counting the first ~te of the file as O). If the file is
encapsulated in a NITF message, the first @te is as specified in
MIL-sTD-2411-2.
(11) <component location record length> ::= a 2-byte
unsigned integer Z 10 indicating the length in bytes of each
[component location record]. (Intended for backward compatibility;
see 5.1.8 above).
(12) <component location table offset> ::= a 4-byte
unsigned integer indicating the displacement, measured in bytes,
between the beginning of the [location section] and the first byte
of the [component location table] (counting the first byte of the
[location section] as O). (Intended for backward compatibility;
see 5.1.8 above).
(13) <compression ratio> ::= a 5-@te ASCII character
string encoded as specified in MIL-sTD-2411-1, section 5.2.2,
defining the nominal compression ratio (e.g. “55:1”, “12:1”, “UNC
‘) of the [frame file]s associated with this [boundary rectangle
record] in human-readable form.

.

(14) <east-west/horizontalresolution> :: = an 8-byte
real value specifying the nominal resolution, in the east-west or
horizontal direction, for all data output pixel values derived
from the data in the [frame file]s associated with the boundaxy
rectangle identified in this [boundary rectangle record], measured
in meters.
(15) <external color/grayscale file name> ::= a 12-byte
ASCII character field in the format defined in 4.5.4.3 above (i.e.
“XXXX.LUT
‘), identifying an [external color/grayscale file)
recorded in the RPF/LOOKUP directory on this volume.
. .
a 12-byte ASCII character field ::=
(16) <file name> ..=
B1::= the name of this [table of contents file], as
“A.TOC
specified in 4.5.4.2 above.

(17) <frame file index record length> ::= a 2-~te
unsigned integer 2 33 indicating the length in bytes of each
[boundary rectangle record]. (Intended for backward compatibility;
see 5.1.8 above).
(18) <frame file index table offset> ::= a 4-byte
unsigned integer Indicating the displacement, measured in bytes,
between the beginning of the [frame file index subsection] and the
-37-
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first ~te of the [frame file index table] (counting the first
kyte of the [frame file index subsection] as O). (Intended for
backward compatibility; see 5.1.8 above).
(19) <frame file name> ::= a 12-byte ASCII character
field in the format defined in 4.5.4.4 above, identifying a [frame
file] recorded on this volume.
(20) <frame file security classification> ::= a l-~te
ASCII character field coded to indicate the security level (e.g.
unclassified, confidential, secret) of the indexed ‘[framefile],
as specified in MIL-sTD-2411-1, section 5.1.8.
.
(21) <frame file security country/internationalcode>
::= a 2-byte ASCII character string coded to indicate the
originating country or international affiliation of the <security
classification> of the indexed [frame file], as defined in MILSTD-2411-1, section 5.1.7.
(22) <frame file security release marking> ::= a 2-byte
ASCII character string coded to indicate any special handling or
releasability restrictions assigned to the contents of the indexed
[frame file], as defined in MIL-sTD-2411-1, section 5.1.9.
(23) <frame location column number> ::= a 2-byte
unsigned integer, ()~ <frame location column nu~er> ~ <number of
frames in east-west or left-right direction> - 1, defining the
east-west or left-right coordinate of the [frame file] identified
in this [frame file index record], within the virtual matrix of
[frame filels that comprise the corresponding [boundary rectangle
record]. <frame location column number>s shall be assigned in
ascending order beginning at the westernmost or leftmost edge of
the boundary rectangle.
(24) <frame location row number> ::= a 2-byte unsigned
<frame location row nu~er> ~ <nu~er of frames in
north-south or up-down direction> - 1, defining the north-south or
up-down coordinate of the [frame file] identified in this [frame
file index record], within the virtual matrix of [frame file]s
that comprise the corresponding [boundaxy rectangle record].
<frame location row number>s shall be assigned in ascending order
beginning at the southernmost or lowest edge of the boundary
rectangle.
integer,

() <

(25) <geographic location> ::= a 6-byte ASCII character
string defining the geographic location of the southwest or lower
left corner of the [frame file] identified in this [frame file
index record] in GEOREF notation, encoded as specified in DMA TM
8358.1, section 5-4.
(26) <governing standard date> ::= an 8-byte ASCII
character string in the format YYYYMMDD defining the effective
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date of the standard (i.e. this document) to which the format of
this [table of contents file] conforms.
(27) <governing standard number> ::= a 15-byte ASCII
character string defining the document number of the standard
(i.e. this document) to which the format of this [table of .
contents file] conforms.
(28) <header section length> ::= a 2-byte unsigned
integer 2 48 indicating the length of the [header section] in
@tes (intended for backward compatibility; see 5.1.8 above).
(29) <highest security classification> ::= a l-byte
ASCII character field indicating the highest security
classification assigned to any [frame file] indexed in this [frame
file index section], as defined in MIL-sTD-2411-1.
(30) <latitude/verticalinterval> ::= an 8-@te real
value specifying the nominal latitude interval between adjacent
decompressed pixels in the [frame file]s associated with the
boundary rectangle identified in this [boundary rectangle record],
measured in decimal degrees.
(31) <little/big endian indicator> ::= a l-byte Boolean
field ::= (FF)H to indicate that this [table of contents file] is
recorded in little endian format, and ::= (OO)H to indicate that
this [table of contents file] is recorded in big endian format.
See 4.4.1 above.
(32) <location section length> ::= a 2-byte unsigned
integer 2 34 indicating the length in bytes of the entire
[location section]
(33) <location section location> ::= a 4-byte unsigned
integer defining the absolute address (i.e. @te number) of the
first byte of the [location section] relative to the beginning of
the file.
(34) <longitude/horizontalinterval> ::= an 8-byte real
value specifying the nominal longitude interval between adjacent
output pixels in the [frame file]s associated with the boundary
rectangle identified in this [boundary rectangle record], measured
in decimal degrees.
(35) <new/replacement/updateindicator> ::= a l-byte
unsigned integer ::= O, indicating that this is a new [table of
contents file].
(36) <north-south/verticalresolution> ::= an 8-byte
real value specifying the nominal resolution, in the north-south
or vertical direction, for all data output pixels derived from the
data in the [frame filels associated with the boundary rectangle
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identified in this [boundaryrectangle record], measured in
meters.
(37) <northeast/upper right latitude> ::= an 8-byte
real value corresponding to the latitude of the northeast or upper
right corner of the boundary rectangle defined in this [boundary
rectangle record], measured in decimal degrees.
(38) <northeast/upperright longitude> ::= an 8-byte
real value corresponding to the longitude of the northeast or
upper right corner of the boundary rectangle defined in this
[boundary rectangle record], measured in decimal degrees.
(39) <northwest/upper left latitude> ::= an 8-byte real
value corresponding to the latitude of the northwest or upper left
corner of the boundary rectangle defined in this [boundary
rectangle record], measured in decimal degrees.
(40) <northwest/upper left longitude> ::= an 8-~te
real value corresponding to the longitude of the northwest or
upper left corner of the boundary rectangle defined in this
[boundary rectangle record], measured in decimal degrees.
(41) <number of boundary rectangle records> ::= a 2byte unsigned integer 2 1 defining the number of [boundary
rectangle record]s in this [boundary rectangle section].
(42) <number of colorable index records> ::= a 2-byte
unsigned integer 2 1 defining the number of [colorable index
record]s in this [colorable index section].
(43) <number of component location records> ::= a 2byte unsigned integer 2 1 indicating the number of [component
location record]s in this [location section].
(44) <number of frame file index records> ::= a 4-byte
unsigned integer 2 1 defining the number of [frame file index
record]s in this [frame file index section].
(45) <number of frames in east-west or left-right
direction> ::= a 4-byte unsigned integer 2 1 specifying the number
of frames in the east-west or left-right direction comprising the
virtual geographic matrix of [frame file]s that are contained
within the boundary rectangle whose corner coordinates are given
in this [boundary rectangle record].
(46) <number of frames in north-south or up-down
direction> ::= a 4-byte unsigned integer 2 1 specifying the number
of frames in the north-south or up-down direction comprising the
virtual geographic matrix of [frame file]s that are contained
within the boundary rectangle whose corner coordinates are given
in this [boundary rectangle record].
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(47) <number of pathname records> ::= a 2-~te unsigned
integer 2 1 indicating the number of [pathname record]s in the
[pathname table].
(48) <pathname> ::= a variable-length ASCII character
string defining the pathname for a given [frame file] (e.g.
“./CONC/CONCZ02u for a [frame file] stored in the directory
/RPF/coNc/coNczo2).
(49) <pathname length> ::= a 2-@te unsigned integer 2
1 indicating the length in bytes of the <pathname> field in this
[pathname record].
(50) <pathname record offset> ::= a 4-byte unsigned
integer defining the address (i.e. byte number) of the first byte
of the [pathname record] containing the <pathname> associated with
this [frame file index record], relative to the beginning of the
[frame file index subsection] (counting the first byte of the
[frame file index subsection] as O).
(51) <producer> ::= a 5-@te ASCII character string
encoded as specified in MIL-sTD-2411-1, section 5.2.1, identifying
in human-readable form a designator for the organization (e.g.
“DMAAC”, ‘SOCAF”, “AFESC”) that produced the [frame file]s
associated with this [boundary rectangle record].
(52) <product data type> ::= a 5-byte ASCII character
,string encoded as specified in MIL-STD-2411-1, section 5.1.6,
defining the data type (e.g. “ADRG “, “DTED “) of the [frame
file]s associated with this [boundary rectangle record] in humanreadable form.
(53) <scale or resolution> ::= a 12-byte ASCII
character string identifying in human-readable form the nominal
scale (e.g. “l:lM”, 1:12.5K”) or nominal resolution (e.g. “100m”
or “50m” that produced the [frame file]s associated with this
[boundary rectangle record).
(54) <security classification> ::= a l-byte ASCII
character coded to indicate the security level (e.g. unclassified,
confidential, secret) of this file, as specified in MIL-STD-24111, section 5.1.8.
(55) <security country/internationalcode> ::= a 2-byte
ASCII character string coded to indicate the originating country
or international affiliation of the <security classification> of
this file, as defined in MIL-STD-2411-1, section 5.1.7.
(56) <security release marking> ::= a a-byte ASCII
character string coded to indicate any special handling or
releasability restrictions assigned to the contents of this file,
as defined in MIL-sTD-2411-1, section 5.1.9.
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(57) <southeast/lower right latitude> ::= an 8-byte
real value corresponding to the latitude of the southeast or lower
right corner of the boundary rectangle defined in this [boundary
rectangle record], measured in decimal degrees.
(58) <southeast/lower right longitude> ::= an 8-byte
real value corresponding to the longitude of the southeast or
lower right corner of the boundary rectangle defined in this
[boundary rectangle record], measured in decimal degrees.
(59) <southwest/lower left latitude> ::= an 8-~te real
value corresponding to the latitude of the southwest or lower left
corner of the boundary rectangle defined in this [boundary
rectangle record], measured in decimal degrees.
(60) <southwest/lower left longitude> ::= an 8-@te
real value corresponding to the longitude of the southwest or
lower left corner of the boundary rectangle defined in this
[boundav rectangle record], measured in decimal degrees.
(61) <zone> ::= a l-byte ASCII character string
encoded as specified in MIL-sTD-2411-1, section 5.1.3, identifying
in human-readable form the latitudinal zone described in the
[frame filels associated with this [boundaryrectangle record].
5.2.2

●

The overall structure of the [frame file] shall be as
follows:a”
[frame file]
{1}
[header section]
[location section]
[coverage section] (O, 1)
[compressionsection] (O, 1)
[color/grayscalesection] (O, 1)
[image section]
[attributesection] (O, 1)
[related images section] (O, 1)
[replace/updatesection] (O, 1)
(1) The [header section] will contain information that
enables the programmer to uniquely identify the [frame file] and
process it further. (Note: the <location section location> field
lS intended to facilitate backward compatibility. See 5.1.8
above.)
(2) The [location section] will show the programmer the
beginning byte locations (addresses)of the remaining sections in
the file, relative to the beginning of the file.
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(a) The programmer will be able to read in and
interpret the [location section] and immediately know where to
find the data of interest, and calculate the length of each
section.
(b) The [component location record]s in the [location
section] will be stored in ascending sequence by <component id>.
(c) The <component aggregate length> field shall
contain the sum of the <component length> fields in bytes in the
[component location record]s. The receiver will be able to
compare the <component aggregate length> with the sum of the
individual <component length>s to ensure that the [location
section] has been found correctly and to verify its structural
integrity.
(3) If the [coverage section] iS Present it will
describe the geographic coverage of the [frame file) in terms of
latitude and longitude.
(4) The [compressionsection] will appear only in
compressed files; it will contain algorithm identifiers, lookup
tables, and other information that is specific to a given
compression scheme. Each compression scheme, and the
corresponding structure of the [compressionsection], will be
described completely in the product specification for the
compressed product.
(5) The [color/grayscalesection] will appear only in
[frame file]s that contain image or map data whose colors are not
directly recorded in the,[image section] of the given [frame
file]. It will contain color and/or grayscale values for softcopy
and hardcopy display, to be used for all the image data in the
[frame file]. The [color/grayscalesection] may contain multiple
[color/grayscaletablels, and [color converter table]s that map
the colors in one [color/grayscaletable) into those of another.
(6) The [image section] will specify the compressed or
uncompressed pixels that constitute the majority of the data
volume in the file. Each frame will be tiled into one or more
subframes for storage and processing.
(7)
contain one or
section], such
listing of all
section 5.3.2.

If the [attributesection] is present it will
more attributes of the data described in the [image
as horizontal and vertical accuracy and datums. A
registered attributes is given in MIL-sTD-2411-1,

(a) The [attribute table] will show the <parameter
value>s of each attribute of the given [frame file). Since the
[attribute table] entries will vary in length, the receiver may
compute the length of the nth entry by subtracting the <parameter
offset> address of the nth entry in the [attributeoffset table]
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from the <parameter offset> address in the (n+l)th entry in the
[attributeoffset table].
(b) In the special case of the last <parameter value>
in the table, the length shall be equal to:

length(last) = {<component location> for the [attribute
subsection]} + {<component length> for the [attributesubsection]}
- <parameter offset>(last) + 1,
where the <component location> and <component length> are found in
the [component location record] for the [attributesubsection].
(8) If the [related images section] is present it will
provide a list of [frame file]s on this volume that are related in
a product-specificway to the image recorded in this [frame file].
For example, if a stereo pair of images are recorded, then each of
the two images will be stored in a separate [frame file]; the
[related images sectionls
of each will provide the file name and
pathname of the other member of the pair.
(9) The [replace/updatesection] will identify
previously produced [frame file]s that are replaced or updated ~
this [frame file]. A record will appear in the [replace/update
table] for each previously produced [frame file] that is updated
or superseded by the current [frame file]. The [replace/update
section] shall appear only in [frame file]s that replace or update
earlier editions. It shall not appear in the first complete
edition of a given [frame file].
b. The detailed structure of the [frame file] shall be as
shown in FIGURE 3.
c. The [frame file] shall contain the following logical
elements, listed in alphabetical order:
(1) <areal coverage sequence number> ::= a l-byte
unsigned integer 2 0 that identifies the sequence number of an
implicit or explicit areal coverage where the attribute defined in
this [attributeoffset record] applies. If <areal coverage
sequence number> = O, the given attribute applies (implicitly)to
the entire geographic coverage of this,[frame file]. If <areal
coverage sequence number> > 0, then the areal coverage where the
given attribute applies is defined in the corresponding [explicit
areal coverage record] in the [explicitareal coverage table).
(2) <attribute id> ::= a 2-byte unsigned integer
defining an attribute of the data in this [frame file], encoded as
defined in MIL-STD-2411-1, section 5.3.2.
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[framefile]
{1)
[headersection]
{2}
<little/big
endianindicate=,
bool:1
~
sectionlengtb,uint:2
<filename>,
asci:
12
aEW/replacemnt/updateindicate=,
tit:1
<governing
specification
~,asci:15
<govemhg specification
&te>,asci:
8
-ecurity classif
icatiom,asci:1
=ecurity country/
titematimal code>,
asci:
2
<securi~ releasemr~,
asci:
2
<locationsectionlocati-,uint:4
{1}
[location
section]
{2}
<locationsectionlength,tit: 2
<cmpment locationtableoffset>,
uint:4
amber of caponent locationrecords>,
tit:2
<cmponentlocatim recordlength,uint:
2
<ca@ment aggregatelength,At: 4
[cmponentlocationtable]
{3}
[~nent
locationrecord](3,
{4}
<ccnponent
ib,uint:2
<ccaponent
length,uint:4
<caponentlocatiom,
tit: 4
●

☛✎

!;~age sectlonl(O# 1)
{2}
“
[cmerages-tion suMeader]
(3}
alorthwest
/upperleftlatitude>,
real:
8
aorthwstl~
leftlongitude>,
real:
8
<southwest
/lowerleftlatitude>,
real:
8
<southwest
/lleftlongitude>,
real:
8
aortheast/q
rightlatitude>,
real:
8
aorth-t/q
rightlongitude>,
real:
8
<southeast
/lc%errightlat@de>,real:
8
<southeast
/lowerrightlongitu-,real:
8
aorth-~th/verticalresoluti-,real:8
<east-west
/krizontalresoluticm,
real:8
<latitude/vertical
interval>,
real:
8
<longitude/horizontal
internal>,
real:
8
{1}
[~essia
section](0,1)
{2}
[compression
sectia -eader]
FIGURE 3.

.
.
. det~led
fllel.
struc~
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{3}
<compression
algoritlxn
i~, uint:2
aunber of compression
loohp offset
records>,
tit:2
amber of compression
paramter offset
records>,
tit:2
{2}
[capressionlmkup subsection]
(O,1)
{3}
<compression
lochp offsettable offset>,
ui.nt:
4
<capressionlookuptableoffsetrecord
lengtb,uint:2
[~ession lookupoffsettable]
{4}
[capression100lapoffsetrecord]
(1, ...
{5) ‘)
<compression
lookuptableib,uint:
2
amber of capressim lmkup
records>,
uint:4
cnumberof values per compressionlookup
recorb,

uint:

<qression

2

lookupvaluebit

lengtb,uint:2
<capression100*

tableoffset>,
uint:4

(3}

[capressionloolmptable](1, ... -)
{4}
[compression
lmhp record](1,... -)
{5}
/capressionlookupnlue/,bits:
m
(1, ... v)
{2}
[_ession parameterSub6wtionl (0,1)
<~ression parameteroffsettableoffset>,
uint:4
<ccapression
parameteroffsetrecordlalgtb,uint:2
{3}
[compression
parameteroffsettable]
{4}
[~essian xameter offsetrecord]
(1,~51
. ..

=5’)

.

<~ion
parameterib,uint:2
<compression
~ameter record
offset>,
uint:
4
{3)

[~ession parameterrecord](1, ... mny)
{4}
<~ression parametervalue>,
me: var
FIGURE 3.

.
f~l

.
.

-- Centinued.
—.
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{1}
[color/graysmle
section](0,1)
{2}
[color/grwscale
sectionsukhe3derl
{3}
amber of mlor/grayscale
offsetrecords>,
uint:l
offsetrecords>,
uint:l
amber of colorconverter
<externalcolor/grayscale
filename>,
asci:12
{2}
[mlomq Su.b6ection]
(O,1)
{3}
<colormp offsettableoffset>,uint:4
<color/grayscale
offsetremrd lm~tufit:2
[colormpoffsettable]
{4}
[color/grayscde
offsetrecord](1, ... many)
{5}
<color/grayscale
tableib,uint:2
amber of color/grayscale
records>,uint:4
<color/grayscale
elementlmm,ufit:l
~stogram recordl_,uint:2
<color/grayscale
tableoffset>,uint:4
distogramtableoffset>,uint:4
{3}
[color/gr~scale
elementgroup]
{4}
[colorbwscale t~lel (1I ... m)
{5}
[color/grayscale
record](1,... -)
{6}
<color/grayScale
elemxb,byte:mr
{3}
[histogram
elemmt group](O,1)
{4)
[histowm table](1, ... mny)
{5}
[histogram
record](1, ... mny)
{6}
&stogram elemmt>,uint:4
{2}
(0.,
1)
[colorconverter
subsection]
{3)
<colorconverter
offsettableoffset>,uint:4
<cola converter
offsetrecordlengtb,ui.nt:2
<colorconverter
recordlmgtb,uint:2
[colorconverter
offsettable]
{4}
[color converter offset record] (1, ... many)
d ~uct~

FIGURE 3.
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{51
<colorconverter
tablei&,uint:2
~
of mlor converter
records>,
uint:4
<colorconverter
tableoffset>,
uint:4
<sourcecolor/grayscale
offsettable
offset>,
uint:
4
<targetmlor/graysmleoffsettable
offset>,
tit:4
(4}
[colorconvertertable](1, ... many)
{5)
remrd] (1, ... ~)
[colorconverter
{6}
<taryetcolor/grayscale
table~tW
IlmbeD,uint:4
{1}
[imagesection]
.-

[imagedescription
sukheader]
{3)
amber of spectralgroups>,
uint:2
amber of subfram tables>,
uint:
2
amber of spectralbandtables>,
uint:2
amber of spectralH
linesper *ge r-, uint:2
amber of subframesin east-west
or left-right
directi-,uint:
2
amber of subframesin north-south
or up-dwn
directi-,tit:2
amber of out~t columnsper subframe>,
uint:4
amber of out~t rws per subfram>,uint:4
<subf
ram msk tableoffset>,
uint:4
<transparentmsk t@le offset>,
uint:4
[&k

FIGURE 3.

tiectmn] (O8 1)
{3}
“
[mk subheader]
{4}
<subf
ram squmce recordlength,uint:
2
<transparency
sequencer~rd lmgtb, uint:
2
<transparent
mt~t pixelcodelength,uint:
2
/transparent
out~t pixelcode/,bits
:var(O,1)
{3}
[subframmsk table](0,1)
{4)
[subframmaskwtral grwpl (1,... mny)
(5}
[subframzmskraw] (1, ... mny)
(6)
[subframe
squence remrd](1, ... many)
(7}
<subf
ram offset>,
uint:4
,
,
.
-- Continued.
fllel. deta~d s~
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{31
[transparency
mask table](O,1)
{~)
[trampa=w *
spectralgroup](1,... W)
(5}
[transparmw*
row] (1,... mny)
(6}
[transPwmcYsequmce record](1,
{7) <subframe
offset>,
uint:4

●

☛✎

{2}
[imagedisplw paramet=ssubhead=]
{3}
amber of Wge rws>,uint:4
amber of imge codesper row,uint:4
<imagecodebit lengtb,uint:l
{2}
[spatial
datasubsection]
{3)
[SPea=urw]
(1, OOIn3xly)
{4)
[subframe
table](1, ... mqy)
{5}
[spectral
M
table](1, ... many)
(6}
[imageraw] (1, ... mud
{7)
[spectral
band line] (1, ...
{e)
/imagecode/,bits:mr
(1, .*.w)
●

.

{1}
[attrihtesection](o,1)
{2)
[attrtitesectionsulhader]
{3}
amber of attrtiteoffsetrecords>,
uint:2
amber of explicitarealcwerage records>,uint:2
<attrihteoffsettableoffset>,uint:4
<attrihteoffsetrecordlengtb,uint;2
{2}
[attrtite*ectionl
{3}
[attrikute
offset@ale]
{4}
[attrilxte
offsetrecord](1,... mny)
FIGURE 3.

. de-d .
el.
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{5}
attxfite ib,uint:
2
cparameter
i&,uint:l
<arealcwerage sequencenunberxuint:1
attrtite recordoffset>,
tit: 4
{3}
[attrtite*M
{4)
[attribute
record](1,... ~)
{5}
+aramter Aue>,b@e:w

(1, ... many)

{2}
[explicit
arealcowrage subsection]
(0,1)
{3}
<qlicit arealcoveragetableoffset>,
uint:4
<-licit arealcoverager=ord 1-,
uint:2
<comer coordinates
recordlength,utit:
2
[explicit
arealcoveragetable]
(4}
[-licit arealcwerage record)(1, . ..mny)
{5}
amber of -ices>, uint:2
[comer cmrdinatesrecord](1, .**
{6}
clat>,
real:
8
<lonp,
real:
8

0

{1}
[relat&limagessection](O,1)
{2}
[related
imagessectionsuMmaderJ
(3)
<relatedixagedescription
tableoffset>,
uint:
4
amber of relatedimagedescription
records>,
uint:
2
celatd imge description
recordlengthtfit:2
{2}
[relatdimagessulxectionl
{3}
[related
imagedescription
table]
{4}
[relatedimagedescriptimrecord](2, ... W)
{5}
celated imagefilename>,
asci:12
celated imagepathnam offset>,
uint:4
relationshipcode>,
fit: 4
{3}
[related
imagepathnametable]
.
.
e f~el . dw&d

FIGURE 3.

●

~

-- Centinued.
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{4)
[relatedimge pathnamerecodl (2, ... mmy)
{5}
=elated imagepathmm lexxXh uint:2
-elatd imagepathnam>,asci:
w
{1}
[replace/update
section](O,1)
{2}
[replace/update
section~1
{3}
eeplace/updatetableoffset>,
ui.nt:
4
amlxr of replace/update
records>,
tit: 2
awplacehpdaterecoti1-,
uint:2
{2}
[replace/@atesubection]
{3}
[replace/@atetable]
{4}
[replace/update
record] (1,... many)
{5}
aew fileMine>,
asci:
12
<old filename>,
asci:
12
<replace/u@atestatus>,
uint:1
FIGURE 3.

d~d

.

.~

-- Concluded.

(3) <attribute offset record length> ::= a 2-~te
unsigned integer 2 8 indicating the length in bytes of each
[attribute offset record] (intended for backward compatibility;
see 5.1.8 above).
(4) <attribute offset table offset> ::= a 4-byte
unsigned integer indicating the displacement, measured in bytest
between the beginning of the [attribute subsection) and the first
byte of the [attribute offset table] (counting the first byte of
the [attribute subsection] as O). (Intended for backward
compatibility; see 5.1.8 above).
(5) <attribute record offset> ::= a 4-byte unsigned
integer defining the displacement, measured in bytes, between the
beginning of the [attribute subsection] and the first byte of the
[attribute record] whose <parameter value> field corresponds to
the <parameter id> in this [attribute offset record] (counting the
first byte of the [attribute subsection] as O).
(6) <color converter offset record length> ::= a 2-byte
unsigned integer 2 18 defining the length in ~tes of each [color
converter offset record] (intended for backward compatibility; see
5.1.8 above).
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MIL-STD-2411(7) <color converter offset table offset> ::= a 4-~te
unsigned integer indicating the displacement, measured in bytes,
between the beginning of the [color converter subsection] and the
first byte of the [color converter offsettable] (counting the
first byte of the [color converter subsection] as O).
(8) <color converter record length> ::= a 2-byte
unsigned integer defining the length in bytes of each [color
converter record] in every [color converter table] (intended for
backward compatibility; see 5.1.8 above)..
(9) <color converter table id> ::= a 2-byte unsigned
integer defining the type of [color converter table] identified in
this [color converter offset record], encoded as defined in MILSTD-2411-1, section 5.1.2.2.
(10) <color converter table offset> ::= a 4-byte
unsigned integer defining the displacement, measured in ~tes,
between the beginning of the [color converter subsection] and the
first byte of the [color converter table] identified in this
[color converter offset record] (counting the first byte of the
[color converter subsection] as O).
<color/grayscale element> ::= a variable-length
byte string (whose length is specified in <color/grayscale element
length>) defining a unique color or grayscale value (or a combined
color value and grayscale value) for the images in this [frame
file]
(11)

(12) <color/grayscale element length> ::= a l-byte
unsigned integer defining the length in bytes of the
<color/grayscale element> field in each [color/grayscaletable].
(13) <color/grayscale offset record length> ::= a 2byte unsigned integer 2 17 indicating the length in bytes of each
[compression lookup table offset record] (intended for backward
compatibility; see 5.1.8 above).
(14) <color/grayscale table id> ::= a 2-byte unsigned
integer defining the type of color/grayscale table used with the
image data in this [frame file], encoded as defined in MIL-STD2411-1, section 5.1.2.1.
(15) <color/grayscale table offset> ::= a 4-byte
unsigned integer defining the displacement measured in bytest
between the beginning of the [colormapsubsection] and the first
byte of the [color/grayscaletable] identified in this
[color/grayscaleoffset record] (counting the first byte of the
[colormap subsection] as O).
(16) <colormap offset table offset> ::= a 4-byte
unsigned integer defining the displacement, measured in bytes,
between the beginning of the [colormapsubsection] and the first
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byte of the [colormap offset table] (counting the first byte of
the [colormap subsection] as O).
(17) <component aggregate length> ::= a 4-byte unsigned
integer indicating the sum of the lengths in bytes of all of the
<component length> fields in this [location section].
(18) <component id> ::= a 2-byte unsigned integer
identifying a specific level-2 component of a given section (e.g.
[compressionparameter subsection] in the [compressionsection])
whose location is given in the corresponding <component location>
field in this [component location record], encoded as defined in
MIL-STD-2411-1, section 5.1.1.
(19) <component length>::= a 4-byte unsigned integer
indicating the length in bytes of the component named in the
corresponding <component id> field.
(20) <component location> ::= a 4-byte unsigned integer
defining the absolute address (i.e. byte number) of the first byte
of the component measured from the beginning of the file.
(21) <component location record length> ::= a 2-byte
unsigned integer indicating the length in bytes of each [component
location record].
(22) <component location table offset> ::= a 4-byte
unsigned integer indicating the displacement, measured in bytes,
between the beginning of the [location section] and the first byte
of the [component location table] (counting the first byte of the
[location section] as 0). (Intended for backward compatibility;
see 5.1.8 above).
(23) <compression algorithm id> ::= a 2-byte unsigned
integer defining the compression algorithm used to decompress the
image data in this [frame file), encoded as defined in MIL-STD2411-1, section 5.3.1.
(24) <compression lookup offset table offset> ::= a 4~te unsigned integer indicating the displacement, measured in
bytes, between the beginning of the [compression lookup
subsection] and the first byte of the [compression lookup offset
table] (counting the first byte of the [compression lookup
subsection] as O). (Intended for backward compatibility; see 5.1.8
above).
(25) <compression lookup table id> ::= a 2-byte
unsigned integer identifying the [lookup table] described in this
[compression100kuP table offset record], encoded as defined in
MIL-STD-2411-1, section 5.3.1. The nth [compression lookup table
offset record] shall contain the <compression lookup table id> of
the nth [compressionlookup table] in this [compression lookup
subsection].
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(26) <compression lookup table offset> ::= a 4-byte
unsigned integer defining the displacement, measured in bytes,
between the begiming of the [compression lookup subsection] and
the first byte of the [compressionlookup table] identified in
this [compressionlookup offset record] (counting the first
byte of the [compressionlookup subsection] as O).
(27) <compression lookup table offset record length>
::= a 2-byte unsigned integer 2 14 indicating the length of
each [compressionlookup offset record] (intended for
backward compatibility; see 5.1.8 above).
(28) /compression lookup value/ ::= a variable-length
bit field defining an argument in a [compression lookup table]
that is used in conjunction with a specific compression algorithm.
The specification for a specific RPF data product that employs
compression shall define the meaning and encoding of the
/compression lookup value/ field.
(29) <compression lookup value bit length> ::= a 2-byte
unsigned integer Z 4, defining the length in bits of the
/compression lookup value/ field in each [compression lookup
record] of each [compressionlookup table] in the [compression
section]. All /compression lookup value/ fields in a given
[compression lookup table] shall have the same <compression lookup
value bit length>, which shall be a multiple of 4 bits.
(30) <compression parameter id> ::= a 2-byte unsigned
integer identifying a unique parameter that may be needed to
interpret a compressed image file, encoded as defined in MIL-STD2411-1, section 5.3.1.
(31) <compression partieter offset record length> ::= a
2-byte unsigned integer 2 8 indicating the length, measured in
bytes, of each [compressionparameter offset record] (intended for
backward compatibility; see 5.1.8 above).
(32) <compression parameter offset table offset> ::= a
4-byte unsigned integer indicating the displacement, measured in
bytes, between the beginning of the [compressionparameter
subsection] and the first &te of the [compressionparameter
offset table] (counting the first byte of the [compression
parameter subsection] as O). (Intended for backward compatibility;
see 5.1.8 above).
(33) <compression parameter record offset> ::= a 4-byte
unsigned integer defining the address (i.e. byte number) of a
given [compressionparameter record], corresponding to the
<compression parameter id> in this [compressionparameter offset
record), relative to the beginning of this [compressionparameter
subsection] (counting the first ~te of the [compressionparameter
subsection] as O).
—
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(34) <compression parameter value> ::= a variablelength field defining a parameter, associated with the compression
algorithm identified in <compression algorithm id> and encoded as
defined in MIL-sTD-2411-1, section 5.3.1, that is needed to
decompress the data in the [subframe subsection] in this [frame
file].
(35) <corner coordinates record length> ::= a 2-~te
unsigned integer > 16 indicating the length, measured in bytes, of
each [corner coordinates record] (intended for backward
compatibility; see 5.1.8 above). If the [explicit areal coverage
table] is omitted, then <corner coordinates record len9th> ::= a
null value.
(36) <east-west/horizontalresolution> ::= an 8-~te
real value specifying the nominal resolution, measured in meterst
in the east-west or horizontal direction for all data output
pixels derived from the /image code/s in [image section].
(37) <external color/grayscale file name> ::= a 12-byte
alphanumeric ASCII character string formatted as specified in
4.5.4.3 above defining the name of a file containing a
color/grayscale table for the image data recorded in this [frame
file]. The file name shall consist of 8 bytes within the 12 byte
field, padded with spaces.
(38) <explicit areal coverage record length> ::= a 2byte unsigned integer indicating the length, measured in bytes, of
each [explicit areal coverage record] in the [explicit areal
coverage table].
(39) <explicit areal coverage table offset> ::= a 4-byte
unsigned integer indicating the displacement, measured in bytes~
between the beginning of the [explicit areal coverage subsection]
and the first &te of the [explicit areal coverage table]
(counting the first byte of the [explicit areal coverage
subsection) as O).
(40) <file name> ::= a 12-byte ASCII character field
defining the name of this [frame file], as specified in Q .5.4.4
above.
(41) <governing specification date> ::= an 8-byte ASCII
character string in the format YYYYMMDD defining the effective
date of the product specification to which the format of this
[frame file]-conforms-.
(42) <governing specification number> ::= a 15-byte
ASCII character string defining the document number of the product
specification to which the format of this [frame file] conforms.
(43) <header section length> ::= a 2-byte unsigned
integer 2 48 indicating the length of the [header section] in
~tes (intended for backward compatibility; see 5.1.8 above).
-55-
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(44) <histogram element> ::= A 4-byte unsigned
integers, constituting a histogram. Each entry shall represent
the absolute nunlberof occurrences in the output pixel file of the
corresponding <color/grayscale element>.
(45) <histogram record length> ::= a 2-byte unsigned
integer 2 4 indicating the length in @tes of each [histogram
record] (intended for backward compatibility; see 5.1.8 above).
If the [histogram element group] is omitted, then <histogram
record length> ::= a null value.
(46) <histogram table offset> ::= a 4-byte unsigned
integer defining the displacement, measured in bytes, between the
begiming of the [colormap subsection] and the first byte of the
[histogram table] described in this [color/grayscaleoffset
record] (counting the first byte of the [colormap subsection] as
(o). If the [histogram element group] is omitted, then the
<histogram table offset> ::= a null value.
(47) /image code/
the following:

::= A bit string indicating one of

(a) In an uncompressed map or image file, a fixed
length pixel value.
(b) In a Vector Quantization compressed file, a
fixed length index to a specific [row vector] in each [row
record].
(c) A fixed-length or variable-length data code or
specific parameter required for decompression as defined in the
product specification.
Successive /image code/s shall be stored contiguously. If the
total number of bits in the /image code/s constituting a given
[spectral band table] is not a multiple of 8 bits, pad bits shall
be inserted to insure the [spectral band table] consists of an
integer number of bits. Each pad bit shall be ::= 1.
(48) <image code bit length> ::= a one-byte unsigned
integer defining the length, in bits, of /image code/. An <image
code bit length> of zero indicates a variable-length /image code/.
(49) <lat> ::= an 8-byte real value corresponding to
the latitude of a vertex of a polygon in decimal degrees defining
the areal extent of this attribute (see 5.1.12 above).
(50) <latitude/verticalinterval> ::= an 8-byte real
value specifying the nominal latitude interval between adjacent
decompressed pixels, measured in decimal degrees.

(51) <little/big endian indicator> ::= a l-byte Boolean
field ::= (FF)H to indicate that this file is recorded in little
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endian format, and ::= (OO)H to indicate that this file is
recorded in big endian format. See 4.4.1 above.
(52) <location section length> ::= a 2-byte unsigned
integer 2 34 indicating the length in bytes of the entire
[location section].
(53) <location section location> ::= a 4-byte unsigned
integer defining the absolute address (i.e. byte number) of the
first byte of the [location section] relative to the beginning of
this RPF [frame file] (counting the first byte of the file as 0).
If the file is encapsulated in a NITF message, the first byte h
as specified in MIL-sTD-2411-2.
(54) <long> ::= an 8-byte real value corresponding to
the longitude of a vertex of a polygon in decimal degrees defining
the areal extent of this attribute (see 5.1.12 above).
(55) <longitude/horizontalinterval> ::= an 8-byte real
value specifying the nominal longitude interval between adjacent
decompressed pixels, measured in decimal degrees.

(56) <new file name> ::= a 12-byte ASCII character
field, encoded as specified in 4.5.4.4. above, defining the file
name of a [frame file] (i.e. the current [frame file] or one of
its ancestors) that replaces or updates the [frame file] named in
the <old file name> field in this [replace/updaterecord].
(57) <new/replacement/updateindicator> ::= a l-byte
unsigned integer encoded as follows:
..=

o to indicate that this [frame file] contains
original data”~hat is not a replacement for a previous edition; an
initial release of the data in this [frame file];
.*..-

1 to indicate that this [frame file] contains data
that completely replaces all previous editions of the [frame file]
for this data type, scale (or resolution), geographic coverage,
and latitude zone.
::= 2 to indicate that this is an update (i.e. a
patch) to a previous edition of this [frame file) with the same
data type, scale (or resolution)t geographic coverager and
latitude zone.
(58) <north-south/verticalresolution> ::= a 8-byte
real value specifying the nominal resolution~ measured in meters,
in the north-south or vertical direction for all decompressed
pixels represented in /image code/.
real value

(59) <northeast/upper right latitude> ::= an 8-byte
corresponding to the latitude of the northeast corner
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(upper right corner in an RPF [frame file] that is not oriented
north-up, such as a polar ADRG map) of the frame.
(60) <northeast/upper right longitude> ::= an 8-byte
real value corresponding to the longitude of the northeast corner
(upper right corner in an RPF [frame file] that is not oriented
north-up, such as a polar ADRG map) of the frame.
(61) <northwest/upper left latitude> ::= an 8-byte real
value corresponding to the latitude of the northwest corner
(upper left corner in an RPF [frame file] that is not oriented
north-up, such as a polar ADRG map) of the frame.

(62) <northwest/upper left longitude> ::= an 8-byte
real value corresponding to the longitude of the northwest corner
(upper left corner in an RPF [frame file] that is not oriented
north-up, such as a polar ADRG map) of the frame.
(63) <number of attribute offset records> ::= a 2-byte
unsigned integer defining the number of [attributeoffset record]s
in this [attribute section].
(64) <number of color/grayscale offset records> ::= a
l-byte unsigned integer 2 1, indicating the number of
[color/grayscale offset record]s in the [colormapoffset table].
(65) <number of color/grayscale records> ::= a 4-~te
unsigned integer > 1, indicating the number of [color/grayscale
record]s in the [color/grayscaletable] identified in this
[color/grayscaleoffset record] contains, and the number of
[histogram recordls the [histogram table] contains.

(66) <number of color converter offset records> ::= a
l-byte unsigned integer indicating the number of [color converter
offset record]s in the [color converter offset table].
(67) <number of color converter records> ::= a 4-byte
unsigned integer 2 1, indicating the number of [color converter
record]s in the [color converter table] identified W the <color
converter table offset> in this [color converter offset record).
The <number of color converter records> in a given [color
converter offset record] shall equal the <number of
color/grayscale records> in the source [color/grayscaletable],
identified by the <source color/grayscale table offset> in this
[color converter offset record].
(68) <number of component location records> ::= a 2byte unsigned integer indicating the number of [component location
record]s in this [location section].

(69) cnumber of compression lookup records> ::= a 4byte unsigned integer 2 1, indicating the number of [compression
lookup record]s in each [compression lookup table].
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(70) <number of compression lookup offset records> ::=
a 2-~te unsigned integer 2 1, indicating the number of
[compression lookup offset record]s in the [compressionlookup
offset table].

(71) <number of compression parameter offset records>
::= a 2–byte unsigned integer 2 0, indicating the ntier of
[compressionparameter offset record]s in the [compression
parameter subsection].
(72) <number of explicit areal coverage records> ::= a
2-byte unsigned integer specifying the number of explicit areal
coverage records in the [explicit areal coverage table].
(73) <number of image codes per row> ::= a 4-byte
unsigned integer, defining the number of /image code/ fields in
each [image row] of each [spectralband table]. A <number of image
codes per row> of zero indicates a variable number of /image
code/s per image row.
(74) <number of image rows> ::= a 4-byte unsigned
integer 2 1, indicating the number of [image row]s in each [spectral
band table]s in every [subframe table]
band table]. All [spectral
shall contain the same number of [image row]s.
(75) <number of output columns per subframe> ::= a 4byte unsigned integer specifying the number of columns in the
output array of pixels. All subframes in a given [frame file]
shall have the same number of columns in the output pixel array.
(76) <number of output rows per subframe> ::= a 4-byte
unsigned integer specifying the number of rows in the output array
of pixels. All subframes in a given [image section] shall have
the same number of rows in the output pixel array.
(77) <number of related image description records> ::=
a 2-~te unsigned integer indicating the number of [related image
description record]s in the [related image description table).
(78) <number of replace/update records> ::= a 2-byte
unsigned integer 2 1, indicating the number of [replace/update
record]s in this [replace/updatesection].
(79) <number of spectral band lines per image row> ::=
a 2-byte unsigned integer 2 1, defining the number of spectral
bands that constitute an image row within each [subframe table] in
this [image section]. The value shall equal 1 in images recorded
in interleaved and band sequential format (see 5.1.11 above); the
value shall be > 1 in an image stored in band interleaved by line
format (e.g. the value = 3 in an RGB image stored in band
interleaved by line format).
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(80) <number of spectral band tables> ::= a 2-byte
unsigned integer indicating the number of [spectral band table]s
in each [subframe table] in this [image section].
(81) <number of spectral groups> ::= a 2-byte unsigned
integer indicating the number of [spectral group]s in this [image
section].
(82) <number of subframe tables> ::= a 2-byte unsigned
integer 2 1, indicating the actual number of [subframe table]s in
this [image section).
(83) <number of subframes in east-west or left-right
direction> ::= a 2-byte unsigned integer defining the number of
columns in the rectangular geographic array of subframes
constituting the frame that is the subject of this [frame file].

(84) <number of subframes in north-south or up-down
direction> ::= a 2-@te unsigned integer defining the number of
rows in the rectangular geographic array of subframes constituting
the frame that is the subject of this [frame file].
(85) <number of values per compression lookup record>
::= a 2-byte unsigned integer 2 1, indicating the number of
contiguous /compression lookup value/ fields in each [compression
lookup record] of a given [compression lookup table].
(86) <number of vertices> ::= a 2-byte unsigned integer
specifying the number of <lat>, <long> pairs associated with a
given explicit areal coverage. (See 5.1.12 above.)
(87) <old file name> ::= a 12-byte ASCII character
string indicating the name of a previous [frame file], encoded as
specified in 4.5.4.4 above, which is replaced or updated by the
[frame file) identified in the <new file name> field> in this
[replace/updaterecord].
(88) <parameter id> ::= a l-byte unsigned integer
defining a specific parameter type, such as horizontal or vertical
accuracy, horizontal datum code, etc. whose value is given in the
corresponding <parameter value> field and whose relative address
is given in the corresponding <parameter offset> field. The
registered values for <parameter id> can be found in MIL-sTD-24111, Section 5.3.2.
(89) <parameter value> ::= a variable-length field
whose coding depends on the parameter type, defined in the
corresponding cparameter id> field, encoded as specified in MILSTD-2411-1, section 5.3.2. See the discussion of <parameter
value> in 5.2.2.a.(8)(a) and 5.2.2.a(8)(b).
(90) <related image description record length> ::= a 2~te unsigned integer 2 20 indicating the length in bytes of each
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[related image description record] (intended for backward
compatibility; see 5.1.8 above)
●

(91) <related image description table offset> ::= a 4byte unsigned integer indicating the displacement, measured in
bytes, between the beginning of the [related images subsection]
and the first byte of the [related image description table]
(countingthe first Wte of the [related images subsection] as O).
(Intendedfor backward compatibility; see 5.1.8 a~ve).
(92) <related image file name> ::= a 12-~te ASCII
character string in the format defined in 4.5.4.4 above,
identifying a [frame file] recorded on this volume that is related
to this [frame file] in a manner defined by the <relationship
code> in this [related image description record].
(93) <related image pathname> ::= a variable-length
ASCII character string defining the pathname for the directory
containing a given [frame file], recorded on this volume for an
image that is related to the image recorded in this [frame file]#
in accordance with the relationship defined in the corresponding
<relationship code> in the [related image description record] for
the related file. For example, if the image in [frame file]
/RPF/CONC/CONCZ03/EFGH5678
.0N3 is related to the image in this
[frame file], then <related image pathname> ::= “./CONC/CONCZO3”
in the [related image pathname record], and the corresponding
<related image file name> ::= “EFGH5678.0N3” in the appropriate
[related image description record].

(94) <related image pathname length> ::= a 2-byte
unsigned integer indicating the length in bytes of the <related
image pathname> field for the [frame file] identified in this
[related image description record].
(95) <related image pathname offset> ::= a 4-byte
unsigned integer defining the displacement, measured in bytest
between the begiming of the [related images subsection] and the
first byte of the record in the [related image pathname table]
containing the pathname of the image file named in this [related
image description record)(counting the first ~te of the [related
images subsection] as O).
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(96) <relationship code> ::= a 4-byte unsigned integer
defining the nature of the relationship (e.g. stereo pairs)
between this [frame file] and the [frame file] identified in this
[related image description record], encoded as specified in MILSTD-2411-1, section 5.3.3.
(97) <replace/update record length> ::= a 2-byte
unsigned integer 2 25 indicating the length in bytes of each
[replace/updaterecord] (intended for backward compatibility; see
5.1.8 above).
(98) <replace/update status> ::= a l-byte unsigned
integer indicating the status of this [replace/updaterecord],
encoded as follows:

::= 1 to indicate that the [frame file] identified in
<new file name> field in this [replace/updaterecord] updates one
or more subframes in the [frame file] identified in the <old file
name> field in this [replace/updaterecord].
::= 2 to indicate that the [frame file] identified in
<new file name> (which is intended to update a parent edition
supersedes the [frame file] identified in the <old file name>
field in this [replace/updaterecord] (which also was intended to
update the same parent edition).
::= 3 to indicate that the [frame file] identified in
<new file name> field in this [replace/updaterecord] replaces the
entire [frame file] identified in the <old file name> field in
this [replace/updaterecord].
(99) <replace/update table offset> ::= a 4-byte integer
defining the displacement, measured in bytes, between the
beginning of the [replace/updatesubsection] and the first byte of
the [replace/updatetable], (countingthe first byte of the
[replace/updatesubsection] as 0).

(loo) <security classification> ::= a l-byte ASCII
character coded to indicate the security level (e.g. unclassified,
confidential, secret) of this file, as specified in MIL-sTD-24111, section 5.1.8.
(101) <security country/internationalcode> ::= a 2byte ASCII character string coded to indicate the originating
country or international affiliation of the <security
classification> of this file, as defined in MIL-sTD-2411-1,
section 5.1.7.
(102) <security release marking> ::= a 2-byte ASCII
character string coded to indicate any special handling or
releasability restrictions assigned to the contents of this file,
as defined in MIL-STD-2411-1, section 5.1.9.
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(103) <source color/grayscale offset table offset> ::=
a 4-byte unsigned integer defining the displacement, measured in
bytes, between the begiming of the [colormap subsection] and the
first byte of the source [color/grayscaleoffset table], (counting
the first byte of the [colormap subsection] as 0). The source
[color/grayscaleoffset table] shall be the table corresponding to
the [color/grayscaletable] whose color entries are to be
converted into those of the target [color/grayscaletable], whose
corresponding [color/grayscaleoffset table] is identified by the
<target color/grayscale offset table offset> in this [color
converter offset record].
(104) <southeast/lower right latitude> ::= an 8-byte
real value corresponding to the latitude in decimal degrees of the
southeast or lower right corner of the frame.
(105) <southeast/lower right longitude> ::= an 8-byte
real value corresponding to the longitude in decimal degrees of
the southeast or lower right corner of the frame.

(106) <southwest/lower left latitude> ::= an 8-byte
real value corresponding to the latitude in decimal degrees of the
southwest or lower left corner of the frame.
(107) <southwest/lower left longitude> ::= an 8-~te
real value corresponding to the longitude in decimal degrees of
the southwest or lower left corner of the frame.
(108) <subframe mask table offset> ::= a 4-byte
unsigned integer indicating one of the following:
(a) the displacement, measured in bytes, between
the beginning of the [mask subsection] and the first byte of the
[subframemask table] (counting the first byte of the [mask
subsection] as O).
(b) a null value in the case where the [subframe
mask table] is not recorded. A null value will be recorded if no
[mask subsection] is present.
(109) <subframe offset> ::= a 4-byte unsigned integer
indicating one of the following:
(a) the displacement, measured in bytes, between
the begiming of the [spatial data subsection] and the first byte
of the [subframe table] for the subframe identified in this
[subframe sequence record] or [transparency sequence record]
(countingthe first Wte of the [spatial data subsection] as O);
or
(b) a null value in the case where the [subframe
table] for the subframe identified in this [subframe sequence
record] or [transparencysequence record] is not recorded.
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(110) <subframe sequence record length> ::= a 2-byte
unsigned integer 2 2 indicating the length in bytes of each
[subframe sequence record] (intended for backward compatibility;
If the [subframemask table] is omitted, then
see 5.1.8 abve).
<subframe sequence record length> ::= O.
(111) <target color/grayscale table entry number> ::= a
4-byte unsigned integer S the <number of color/grayscalerecords>
- 1 in the target [color/grayscaletable], indicating an entw
number in the target [color/grayscaletable]. The <target
color/grayscale table entry number> in the nth [color converter
record] shall relate the nth entry in the source [color/grayscale
table] with the entry defined by the given <target
color/grayscale table entry number> in the target [color/grayscale
table]. The source and target [color/grayscaleoffset table]s for
the source and target [color/grayscaletable]s shall be identified
in the [color converter offset record] for this [color converter
table].
(112) <target color/grayscale offset table offset> ::=
a 4-byte unsigned integer defining the displacement, measured in
bytes, between the beginning of the [colormapsubsection] and the
first byte of the target [color/grayscaleoffset table], (counting
the first byte of the [colormap subsection] as O). The target
[color/grayscaleoffset table] shall be the table corresponding to
the [color/grayscaletable] whose color entries are to be used in
place of those of the source [color/grayscaletable], whose
corresponding [color/grayscaleoffset table] is identified by the
<source Color/grayscale offset table offset> in this [color
converter offset record].
(113) <transparency mask table offset> ::= a 4-byte
unsigned integer indicating one of the following:
(a)the displacement, measured in bytes, between the
begiming of the [mask subsection] and the first byte
of the [transparencymask table] (counting the first ~te
of the [mask subsection] as O). (Intended for backward
compatibility; see 5.1.8 above).
(b) a null value in the case where the
[transparencymask table] is not recorded.
(114) <transparency sequence record length> ::= a 2byte unsigned integer 2 2 indicating the length in ~tes of each
[transparencysequence record] (intended for backward
compatibility; see 5.1.8 above). If the [transparency
mask table] is omitted, then <transparency sequence record length>
.*.- 00
●

(115) /transparent output pixel code/ ::= a variablelength bit string indicating the data value that shall be
interpreted as follows:
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(a) The value of /image code/ that corresponds to
a transparent pixel or transparent color index value in a [frame
file] containing uncompressed spatial data;
(b) the data value in the decompressed output file
that corresponds to a transparent pixel, or a transparent color
index value that the receiver shall translate into a transparent
pixel, in a [frame file] containing compressed spatial data.
The value and interpretation of this field shall be defined in
product specifications for individual RPF-compatible data
products. If <transparent output pixel code length> ::= O, then
the /transparent pixel output code/ shall not be recorded.
(116) <transparent output pixel codelength> ::= a 2byte unsigned integer indicating the length, measured in bits, of
the /transparent output pixel code/ field. The value and
interpretation of this field shall be defined in product
specifications for individual RPF-compatible data products.
“
5.2.3

●

a. The structure of the [external color/grayscale file]
will be compatible with the structure of the [frame file]. If a
color/grayscale table] is associated with a given [frame filel~
the table may be stored in the [frame file] itself or in an
[external color/grayscale file]. An [external color/grayscale
file] could be used for example, to house a very large colorable
that would otherwise add an unacceptable overhead burden and
significantly reduce the effective compression ratio if it were
included in individual [frame file]s. In this case, it would be
appropriate to store a single colorable in an [external
color/grayscale file] and use it in conjunction with a family of
images on an interchange volume.
For instance, if an 8-bit (256-entv) colorable with a 3-byte
argument (768 bytes all told) is included in a compressed raster
file of 280,000 bytes, it adds less than 0.3% to the total file
size; however, if a 16-bit (65,536-entry)colorable with a 3-byte
argument (196,608 @tes all told) is added to the same [frame
file], it increases the file size by 70%. This situation would
dictate use of an [external color/grayscale file].
b.

The overall structure shall be as follows:
[external color/grayscale file]
{1)
[header section]
[location section]
[color/grayscalesection]

(1) The [header section] will contain information that
enables the programmer to uniquely identify the [external
color/grayscale file] and process it further. Note: the
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<location section location> field is intended to facilitate
backward compatibility. See 5.1.8 above.)
(2) The [location section] will show the programmer the
beginning ~te locations (addresses)of the remaining sections in
the file, relative to the beginning of the [nitf message] that
encapsulates this file, as defined in MIL-STD-2411-2.
(a) The programmer will be able to read in and
interpret the [location section] and immediately know where to
find the data of interest, and calculate the length of each
section.
(b) The [component location recordls in the [location
section] will be stored in ascending sequence by <component id>.
(c) The <component aggregate length> field shall
contain the sum of the <component length> fields in bytes in the
[component location record]s. The receiver will be able to
compare the <component aggregate length> with the sum of the
individual <component length>s to ensure that the [location
section] has been found correctly and to verify its structural
integrity.
(3) The [color/grayscalesection] will contain color
and/or grayscale values for softcopy and hardcopy display, to be
used for all the image data in a given [frame file].

(a) A [frame file] that uses an external
[color/grayscaletable] will provide the name of the corresponding
[external color/grayscale file] and will not incorporate its own
internal [color/grayscaletable].
(b) The [color/grayscalesection] may contain
multiple [color/grayscaletable]s, and [color converter table]s
that map the colors in one [color/grayscaletable] into those of
another.
(c) The [histogramtable] is optional. If the
[histogram subsection] is omitted, then each [frame file] that
references this [external color/grayscale file] may furnish its
own internal [histogram table].
The detailed structure of the [external color/grayscale
file] sh~il be as shown in FIGURE 4.
d. The [external color/grayscale file] shall contain the
following fields, listed in alphabetical order:
(1) <color converter offset record length> ::= a 2-byte
unsigned integer 2 18 defining the length in ~tes of each [color
converter offset record] (intended for backward compatibility; see
5.1.8 above)..
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(2) <color converter record length> ::= a 2-byte
unsigned integer defining the length in bytes of each [color
converter record] in every [color COnVerter table] (intended for
backward compatibility; see 5.1.8 above)..

(3) <color converter offset table offset> ::= a 4-byte
unsigned integer indicating the displacement measured in bytesf
between the begiming of the [color converter subsection] and the
first ~te of the [color converter table] (countingthe first byte
of the ‘[colorconverter subsection] as O).
(4) <color converter table id> ::= a 2-byte unsigned
integer defining the type of [color converter table] identified in
this [color converter offset record), encoded as defined in MILSTD-2411-1, section 5.1.2.2.
(5) <color converter table offset> ::= a 4-byte
unsigned integer defining the displacement, measured in bytes,
between the beginning of the [color converter subsection] and the
first byte of the [color converter table] identified in this
[color converter offset record] (counting the first byte of the
[color converter subsection] as O).
(6) <color/grayscale element> ::= a variable-length
@te string (whose length is specified in <color/grayscale element
length>) defining a unique color or grayscale value (or a combined
color value and grayscale value) for the images in the [frame
file)s tit use this [=emal color/grayscale
file].
(7) <color/grayscale element length> ::= a l-byte
unsigned integer defining the length in bytes of the
<color/grayscale element> field in each [color/grayscaletable).
.

(8) <color/grayscale offset record length> ::= a 2-byte
unsigned integer 2 17 indicating the length of each
[color/grayscaleoffset record] (intended for backward
compatibility; see 5.1.8 above).
(9) <color/grayscale table id> ::= a 2-byte unsigned
integer defining the color/grayscale table used with the image
data in this [frame file], encoded as defined in MIL-STD-2411-11
section 5.1.2.1.
(10) <color/grayscale table offset> ::= a 4-byte
unsigned integer defining the displacement, measured in bytes,
between the beginning of the [colormap subsection] and the first
byte of the [color/grayscaletable] identified in this
[color/grayscaleoffset record] (counting the first byte of the
[colormap subsection] as O).
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(11) <color’mapoffset table offset> ::= a 4-byte
unsigned integer defining the displacement, measured in bytes,
between the begiming of the [colormap subsection] and the first
byte of the [colormap offset table] (counting the first byte of
the [colormap subsection] as O).
(12) <component aggregate length> ::= a 4-byte unsigned
integer indicating the sum of the lengths in bytes of all of the
<component length> fields in this [location section].
(13) <component id> ::= a 2-byte unsigned integer
identifying a specific level-2 component of a given section (e.g.
[compressionparameter subsection] in the [compressionsection])
whose location is given in the corresponding <component location>
field in this [component location record], encoded as defined in
MIL-sTD-2411-1, section 5.1.1.
(14) <component length>::= a 4-byte unsigned integer
indicating the length in bytes of the component named in the
corresponding <component id> field.
(15) <component location> ::= a 4-~te unsigned integer
defining the absolute address (i.e. byte number) of the first byte
of the [location section] measured from the relative to the
beginning of this RPF [frame file] (counting the first byte of the
file as O). If the file is encapsulated in a NITF message, the
first @te is as specified in MIL-sTD-2411-2.
(16) <component location record length> ::= a 2-byte ~
unsigned integer indicating the length in bytes of each [component
location record].
(17) <component location table offset> ::= a 4-byte
unsigned integer indicating the displacement~ measured in Wtest
between the beginning of the [locationsection] and the first byte
of the [component location table] (counting the first byte of the
[location section) as O). (Intended for backward compatibility;
see 5.1.8 above).
(18) <dummy file name> ::= a 12-~te alphanumeric ASCII
character string ::= a null value. This field is specified to
maintain consistency between the stmcture of the [color/grayscale
section] of the [external color/grayscale file] and that of the
[color/grayscalesection] of the [frame file]. The corresponding
field in the [frame file] provides the name of the related
[external color/grayscale file]; the concept of a related
[external color/grayscale file] does not exist in the [external
color/grayscale file] itself, so this field shall be null.
(19) <file name> ::= a 12-byte ASCII character field
indicating the name of this [externalcolor/grayscale file],
encoded as specified in 4.5.4.3 above. The file name shall
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consist of 8 bytes within the 12 byte field, padded with spaces in
the rightmost four characters.
(20) <governing specification date> ::= an 8-byte ASCII
defining the effective
character string in the format ~D
date of the product specification to which the format of this
[frame file] conforms.

(21) <governing specification number> ::= a 15-byte
ASCII character string defining the document number of the product
specification to which the format of this [frame file] conforms.
(22) <header section length> ::= a 2-@te unsigned
integer 2 48 indicating the length of the [header section] in
bytes (intended for backward compatibility; see 5.1.8 a~ve).

<histogram element> ::= 4-~te unsigned integer,
constituting a histogram. Each entry shall represent the
relative frequency of occurrence in the output pixel file of the
corresponding <color/grayscale element>.
(23)

(24) <histogram record length> ::= a 2-byte unsigned
integer 2 4 indicating the length in bytes of each [histogram
record] (intended for backward compatibility; see 5-108 above).
If the [histogram element group] is omitted, then <histogram
record length> ::= a null value.
(25) <histogram table offset> ::= a 4-byte unsigned
integer defining the displacement, measured in bytest between the
beginning of the [colormap subsection] and the first byte of the
[histogram table] described in this [color/grayscaleoffset record]
(counting the first byte of the [colormap subsection] as (0). If
the [histogram element group] is omitted, then the <histogram table
offset> ::= a null value.

(26) <little/big endian indicator> ::= a l-byte Boolean
field ::= (FF)H to indicate that this file is recorded in little
endian format, and ::= (OO)H to indicate that this file is
recorded in big endian format.
(27) <location section length> ::= a 2-byte unsigned
integer 2 34 indicating the length in bytes of the entire
[location section].
(28) <location section location> ::= a 4-byte unsigned
integer defining the absolute address (i.e. byte number) of the
first byte of the [location section] relative to the beginning of
relative to the beginning of this RPF [frame file] (counting the
first byte of the file as O). If the file is encapsulated in a
NITF message, the first byte is as specified in MIL-sTD-2411-2.

(29) <new/replacement/updateindicator> ::= a l-byte
unsigned integer ::= O to indicate that this is a new [external
color/grayscale file).
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(30) <number of color converter offset records> ::= a
4-byte unsigned integer indicating the number of [color converter
offset record]s in the [color converter offset table].
(31) <number of color converter records> ::= a 4-byte
unsigned integer 2 1, indicating the number of [color converter
record]s in the [color converter table] identified @ the <color
converter table offset> in this [color converter offset record].
The <number of color converter records> in a given [color
converter offset record] shall equal the <number of
color/grayscale records> in the source [color/grayscaletable],
identified ~ the <source color/grayscale table offset> in this
[color converter offset record].

(32) <number of color/grayscale offset records> ::= a
l-byte unsigned integer ‘21, indicating the number of
[color/grayscaleoffset recordls in the [colormapoffset table].
(33) <number of color/grayscale records> ::= a 4-byte
unsigned integer 2 1, indicating the number of [color/grayscale
record]s the [color/grayscaletable] identified in this
[color/grayscaleoffset record] contains, and the number of
[histogram record]s the [histogram table] contains.
(34) <number of component location records> ::= a 2byte unsigned integer indicating the number of [componentlocation
record]s in this [location section].
(35) <security classification> ::= a l-byte ASCII
character coded to indicate the security level (e.g. unclassified,
confidential, secret) of this file, as specified in MIL-sTD-2411-1,
section 5.1.8.

(36) <security country/internationalcode> ::= a 2-byte
ASCII character string coded to indicate the originating country
or international affiliation of the <security classification> of
this file, as defined in MIL-STD-2411-1, section 5.1.7.
(37) <security release marking> ::= a 2-byte ASCII
character string coded to indicate any special handling or
releasability restrictions assigned to the contents of this file,
as defined in MIL-STD-2411-1, section S.1.9.
(38) <source color/grayscale offset table offset> ::= a
4-byte unsigned integer defining the displacement, measured in
bytes, between the beginning of the [colormapsubsection] and the
first byte of the source [color/grayscaleoffset table), (counting
the first byte of the [colormap subsection) as O). The source
[color/grayscaleoffset table] shall be the table corresponding to
the [color/grayscaletable) whose color entries are to be
converted into those of the target [color/grayscaletable], whose
corresponding [color/grayscaleoffset table] is identified by the
<target color/grayscale offset table offset> in this [color
converter offset record].
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(39) <target color/grayscale table entry number> ::= a
4-byte unsigned integer S the <number of color/grayscale records>
1 in the target [color/grayscaletable], indicating an entv
number in the target [color/grayscaletable]. The <target
color/grayscale table entry number> in the nth [color converter
record] shall relate the nth entry in the source [color/grayscale
table] with the entry defined by the given <target
color/grayscale table entry number> in the target [color/grayscale
table]. The source and target [color/grayscaleoffset table]s for
the source and target [color/grayscaletable]s shall be identified
in the [color converter offset record] for this [color converter
table].
(40) <target color/grayscale offset table offset> ::= a
4-byte unsigned integer defining the displacement, measured in
bytes, between the beginning of the [colo~aP subsection] and the
first byte of the target [color/grayscaleoffset table], (counting
the first byte of the [colormap subsection] as 0). The target
[color/grayscaleoffset table] shall be the table corresponding to
the [color/grayscaletable] whose color entries are to be used in
place of those of the source [color/grayscaletable], whose
corresponding [color/grayscaleoffset table] is identified ~ the
<source color/grayscale offset table offset> in this [color
converter offset record].
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6.

NOTES

(This section contains information of a general or explanatory
nature that may be helpful, but is not mandatory.)
This standard is intended to govern the
6.1 ~.
standard and design of a family of digital data interchange
products that comprise raster maps, images, and other geographic
data for military applications.
.
When this specification is used
6.2 ~
in acquisition, the applicable is~ue of the DODISS must be cited
in the solicitation (see 2.1.1 and 2.2).
.

6.3

This section is not applicable to this standard.
. This
A~ts
(s~
section
is not applicable to this standard.
.
.
.
tlte
A~ts
(o~
. This
6.3.2
St~n
section is not applicable to this standard.
.
.
.
.
Coor~)
ttee Aaree~
6.3.3 ~
St.~atlon
m=.
This section is not applicable to this standard.
6.3.1

6.3.4
M~&G
applicable to this standard.
or-

6.3.5

●

This section is not

. This section is not applicable to this

standard.
This section is not applicable

6*3*6 ~*

to this standard.
6.3.7

er Doc~

.

ANSI 3.41-1974
ANSI/IEEE STD 754-1985
IEEE 1003.1
ISO/IEC 10149
ISO/IEC 10777
ISO/IEC DIS 10089
ISO/IEC DIS 11319
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Data interchange formats
Geospatial databases
Image data structures
Map data structures
Mapping, charting, and 9eodesY
Raster Product Format
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APPENDIX
BIT STRING, FIELD AND GROUP NAME CROSS-REFERENCE.
10. GENEWL
This appendix lists the page numbers where each
10.1 q.
bit string name, each elementary field name and each group name
may be found in this standard. This information is intended for
reference and for ensuring that names that may be assigned in
future versions of this standard do not duplicate existing names.
20.

APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

30. wLmRmGs*
/

k

Item name

PageO

/biased exponent/

12-14

/compression lookup value/

46, 54, 60

1

12-14

I/fraction/
/image code/

A

20, 21, 29, 49, 55-59,
65

/sign bit/
I
/transparent output pixel code/

12-14

<

48, 64

40. EULLE*
Item name

lPages

<areal coverage sequence number>

144, 50

<attribute id>

144, 50

<attribute offset record length>

149, 51

<attribute offset table offset>

149, 51

<attribute record offset>

I50-51

<boundary rectangle record length>

127, 34

<boundary rectangle record number>

133, 35

<boundary rectangle table offset>

134

<color converter offset record length>

147, 51, 67-68

<color converter offset table offset>

147, 52, 67-68

<color converter record length>

147, 52, 67-68

<color converter table id>

148, 52, 67-68

I
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Item name
<color converter table offset>

48, 52, 57, 67-68, 71

<color/grayscale element>

47, 52, 67-68

<color/grayscale element length>

47, 52, 55, 67-60, 70

<color/grayscale offset record length>

47, 52, 67-68

<color/grayscale table id>

47, 52, 67-68

<color/grayscale table offset>

47, 52, 67-68

<colormap offset table offset>

47, 52, 68, 70

<colorable index record length>

32, 36

<colorable index table offset>

32, 36

<comment>

35

<component aggregate length>

:compressionalgorithm id>

30, 34, 36, 43, 45,
53, 66-67, 70
27, 30, 34, 36, 43,
45, 53, 66-67, 70
30, 34, 37, 43-45 53,
66-68, 70
34, 37, 43, 44-45, 53,
68, 70
34, 37, 44-45, 53, 67,
70
34, 37, 44-45, 53, 67,
70
46, 53, 55

:compressionlookup offset table offset>

46, 53

:compressionlookup table id>

46, 53

:compressionlookup table offset>

46, 54

:compressionlookup table offset record
length>

46, 54

:compressionlookup value bit length>

46, 54

:compressionparameter id>

46, 51, 54

:compressionparameter offset record
.ength>

46, 54

:compressionparameter offset table
~ffset>

46, 53

compression parameter record offset>

46, 53

compression parameter value>

46, 54

<component id>
<component length>
<component location>
:component location record length>
:componentlocation table offset>

1

I
T
I
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1 Item

lPage O

name

I <compression ratio>

I ccorner coordinates record

134, 37

length>

149, 55

I<data series and zone>

117-18

I<dummy file name>

[68, 70

I <east-west/horizontalresolution>

146, 55

<explicit areal coverage record length>

34, 55

<explicit areal coverage table offset>

49, 55

<extension>

16-17

<external color/grayscale file name>

36-37, 47, 56

1

1

I<file name>

134, 37, 45, 55, 68, 70 I

< rame file index record length>
If
I < frame file index table offset>

[35, 37

135, 37

I<frame file name>

135, 38

< rame file security classification>
If

135, 38

I

I

I<frame file security release marking>

135, 38

<frame file security country/international35, 38
code>
1

k

<frame location column number>

35, 38

<frame location row number>
1
<geographic location>

A

35, 38
19, 35, 38
I

<governing specification date>

45, 55, 68, 71

<governing specification number>

45, 55, 68, 71

1

a

<governing standard date>
,
<governing standard number>

34, 38

4

34, 39

<header section length>
v
<highest security classification>
1
<histogram element>

34, 39, 45, 56, 68, 71
35, 39

A

47, 56, 69, ’71

1

4

<histogram record length>
,
<histogram table offset>

47, 56, 69, 71
47, 56, 69, 71

I

\

<image code bit length>
v
<lat>
I
<latitude/vertical interval>
*

49, 56

*

50, 56, 59
1

35, 39, 45, 57
●
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<little/big endian indicator>

34, 39, 45, 57, 68, 71

<location section length>

34, 39, 44, 57, 68, 71

clocation section location>
<long>

26, 30, 34, 39, 42,
45, 57, 65, 68, 71
49, 57, 59

<longitude/horizontalinterval>

35, 39, 45, 57

<new file name>

50, 57, 60-61

<new/replacement/updateindicator>

34, 39, 45, 57, 68, 71

<north-south/verticalresolution>

35, 39, 45, 57

<northeast/upper right latitude>

35, 40, 45, 58

<northeast/upper right longitude>

35, 40, 45, 50

<northwest/upper left latitude>

35, 40, 45, 58

<northwest/upper left longitude>

35, 40, 45, 58

<number of attribute offset records>

49, 58

<number of boundary rectangle records>

34, 40

<number of color converter offset records> 47, 58, 68, 72
<number of color converter records>

48, 58, 69, 72

<number of color/grayscale offset records> 47, 58, 68, 72

.

<number of color/grayscale records>

47, 58, 63, 68, 72

<number of colorable index records>

36, 40

<number of component location records>

34, 40, 45, 58, 68, 72
46, 59

<number of compression lookup offset
records>
<number of compression lookup records>

46, 59

<number of compression parameter offset
records>

46, 59

<number of explicit areal coverage
records>

49, 59

cnumber of frame file index records>

35, 40

:number of frames in east-west or left:ight direction>

35, 38, 40

:numberof frames in north-south or up~own direction>

35, 38, 40
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Item

name

IPageo

<number of image codes per row>

149, 59

<number of image rows>

149, 59

<number of output columns per subframe>

148, 59

<number of output rows per subframe>

148, 59

<number of pathname records>

[35, 41

<number of related image description
records>

50, 59
I
151, 59

<number of replace/update records>
<number of spectral band lines per image
row>

I

<number of spectral band tables>

148, 60

<number of spectral groups>

148, 60

48, 59

<number of subframe tables>
148, 60
<number of subframes in east-west or left- 48, 60, 62-63
right direction>
<number of subframes in north-south or up- 48, 60, 62-63
down direction>

I

cnumber of values per compression lookup
record>

I
I46, 60

cnumber of vertices>

50, 60

cold file name>

51, 57, 60-61

:parameter id>

50, 51, 60-61

:parameter offset>

43, 44, 60

:parameter value>

43, 44, 49, 51, 61

:pathname>

31, 35, 39, 41

:pathname length>

35, 41

:pathname record offset>

35, 41

:period>

16-17

:producer>

34, 41

:product data type>

34, 41

:referencedesignator>

16-18, 24-26

:related image description record length> 50, 61
:related image description table offset>
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Item

[Pages

name

I.relatedimaae filename>

150, 61

<related image pathname>

!51, 61
1
151, 61

<related ima~e Rathname length>
<related image pathname offset>
1
<relationship code>

50-51, 62
26, 51, 62

<replace/update status>
1
<reDlace/uRdate table offset>

51, 62
134, 41

or resolution>

-m
I 27,

<security classification>
<security country/internationalcode>
v
<security release marking>

I <source

color/grayscale table offset>

34,
38, 41, 45,
-n am

34, 41, 45, 62, 68, 72 A
34, 41, 45, 62, 68, 72
148, 58, 63, 69, 72

<southeast/lower right latitude>

35, 42, 45, 63

<southeast/lower riqht longitude>

35, 42, 45, 63

I <southwest/lower left

latitude>

<southwest/lower left longitude>
r
<subframe mask table offset>

135, 42, 45, 63
35, 42, 45, 63
148, 63

I<subframe sequence record length>
<target color/grayscale table entry
number>

148, 64

I
<target color/grayscale offset table
offset>
I

48, 64, 69, 72-73

I
I48, 63, 64, 69, 73

<transparency mask table offset>

148, 64

<transparency sequence number>

149, 64

<transparency sequence record length>

148, 64

<transparent output pixel code length>

149, 65

<zone>

134, 42
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I<subframe offset>

I

(

151, 62

<replace/update record length>

I <scale

50, 61
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I[attribute offset record]

144, 49, 51, 58

~[attribute offset table]

144, 49, 51

[attribute record]

I50-51

[attribute section subheader]

49

[attribute section]

29, 42-43, 49, 58

[attribute subsection]

A

144, 49, 51

[attribute table]

43, 50

~

[boundary rectangle record]

27, 34, 38-42

1

[boundary rectangle section subheader]

133

[boundary rectangle section]

120, 30-31, 34, 40

[boundary rectangle subsection]

133-34

[bounda~ rectangle table]
[color converter offset record]

133-34
147, 51-52, 58, 63-64, I

[color converter offset table]

147, 58, 67, 73-74

[color converter record)
[color converter subsection]

47, 52, 58, 64, 67,
69, ‘?3-74
47, 52, 67, 69

[color converter table]

43, 48, 52, 58, 64,

[color/9rayscale element group]

147, 69

[color/9rayscaleoffset record]

147, 52, 56, 58, 63,
167-68, 70, 73
I63-64, 72-73
147, 58, 69, 72

[color/grayscale offset table]
[color/grayscale record]

[cOIOr/grayscale section subheader]

42-43, 47, 65-66, 68,
70
147, 68

[color/grayscale table]

~43, 47, 52, 58, 64,

[color/grayscalesection]

166, 67, 69, 72-73

I7247, 52-53, 58, 68, 70,

[colormap offset table]
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name

[colormap subsection]
[colorable file index section]
[colorable index record]

I

47, 52-53, 56, 63-64,
I6~. 70-72. 74
30, 33
A
36, 40

I[colorable index section]

136, 40

I[colorable index section subheader]

136

I[colorable index subsection]

136

I[colorable index table]

136

34, 36-37, 40, 43-45,
53, 58, 66, 68, 70, 72
134, 37, 45, 53, 68, 70 I

[componentlocation record]
A
I[componentlocation table]
[compressionlookup offset record1

146

[compressionlookup offset table]

146, 53

#

I[compressionlookup record]

146, 53

I[compressionlookup subsection]

146, 54

I [compression lookup table]

146, 54

I[compressionlookup table offset record]
I[compressionparameter offset record]

I52, 54
146, 54

I[compressionparameter offset table]
[compressionparameter record]

146, 54
46, 54

*

[compressionparameter subsection]

136, 46, 53, 55

[compressionsection]

136, 42-43, 45, 53, 70

[compressionsection subheader]

I45

[corner coordinates record]

150, 55

[coverage sect ion]

119, 29, 42, 43, 45

[coverage section subheader]

I45

[explicit areal coverage record]

150, 55

[explicit areal coverage subsection]

150, 55

[explicit areal coverage table]

150,

[external color/grayscale file)

15-17, 30, 33, 36-37,
IKG-71
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name

[file name]

116-17, 24

[frame directory]

I15-16

[frame file]
[frame file index record]

~40-41
1

[frame file index section]

30-31,

35,

39-40

35

[fr~e file index section subheader1
[frame file index subsection]

35,

35,

41

[frame file index table]

31,

35,

37

[header section]
[histogram element group]

16-17, 26, 30, 34, 39,
42, 45, 56, 65-66, 68
47, 56, 69, 70

[histogramrecord]

47, 56,

[histogramsubsection]

66

[histogramtable]

47, 56, 66, 69, 71

[image description subheader]
[image display parameters subheader]

48
49

:image row)

29, 49, 56, 59

jimage section]

42-43, 48, 55, 59-60,
70
22, 26, 27, 30, 34,
36-37, 39-40, 42-43,
45, 53, 57-58, 65-66,
68, 70-72
-.

location section]

lookup table]
lookup table directory]

15-16

mask subheader]

48

mask subsection]

23,

48,

69,

71

63-64
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Item

[nitf message]

66, 70-71

[pathname record]

31, 35, 41

[pathname table]

31, 35, 41

[related image description record]

50, 59, 61-62

[related image description table]

50, 59, 61

[related image pathname record]

51, 61

[related image pathname table1

50, 61

[related images section]

42, 44, 50

[related images section subheader]

50

[related images subsection]

50, 61

[replace/updaterecord]
[replace/updatesection]

24-26, 51, 57, 59, 6062
24, 42, 44, 51, 60

[replace/updatesection subheader]

51

[replace/updatesubsection]

51, 62

[replace/updatetable)

44, 51, 62

[row record]

56

[row vector]

56

[rpf root directory]

.

Page8

name

15116

‘

[spatial data subsection]

22, 28, 49, 63

[spectral band line]

29, 49

[spectral band table]

29, 49, 56

[spectral group]

28, 29, 49, 56

[subframemask offset table]
[subframemask row]

62

i

1
4

48
1

[subframemask spectral group]

48

[subframemask subsection]

63

[subframemask table]
[subframesequence record]

21, 22, 23, 48, 63
48, 63

:subframesubsection)

55

‘subframetable]

29, 49, 59-60, 63-64
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name

[subframe table within each [spectral
qroup]
[subordinatedirectory]

29

[sumrdinate frame directovl
[table of contents file]

16

15

[transparencymask offset table]

15-16, 19-20, 27, 30,
33-39
63

[transparencymask row]

49

[transparencymask subsection]

64

[transparencymask table]
[transparency sequence record]

23, 49

[transparent mask table1

22-23

I

49, 64
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Accuracy
ADRG
ADRI
American National Standard Code
for Information Interchange
ANSI 3.41-1974
ANSI/IEEE Std. 754-1985
ARC Digital Raster Imagery
ARC Digitized Raster Graphics
ASCII
Attributes, areal coverage
Backward compatibility
Big endian recording

Data type
Datum
Directory naming
Directory structure
DMA TR 8350.2
DMA TM 8358.1
Ellipsoids
File naming
File naming, external
color/grayscale file
File naming, frame file
File naming, table of contents
file
File structure, external
color/grayscale file

6
4.1
2.1.1, 4oa.(1) 2, 6

2.1.1, 4a.(2)
see ASCII

2,

6

2.2, 4.4.2.4
2.2, 4.4.2.3
see ADRI
see ADRG
2.2, 4.4.2.4
5.1.12

3,

14

3,

12

3,

14

4.d., 5.1.8
see Recording
order, big
endian
4.3.2, 4.4.2
2.1.2
4.5.4.1
4.3.2, 4.5.3,
4.5.4.1
2.1.2, 4.2
2.1.2, 5.2.1
2.1.2
4.5.4
4.5.4.3

29
6, 26-27

8-11
3
16
7, 15-16
3, 6
3, 38
3
16
16

4.5.4.4
4.5.4.2

17

5.2.3

65-73

File structure, frame file

5.2.2

42-65

File structure, table of contents
file
Frame structure

5.2.1

30-42

5.1.2, 5.1.3

19-20
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PA~8
Frame, updating and replacing
Grid Reference Systems
Grids
Horizontal datum
IEEE 1003 1
Image structure, band interleaved
by line format
Image structure, band interleaved
by pixel format
Image structure, band interleaved
by subframe format
Image structure, band sequential
format
1S0 9660
1S0 13346
ISO/IEC 10149
ISO/IEC 10777
ISO/IEC 13346
ISO/IEC DIS 10089
ISO/IEC DIS 11319
Length, bit string
Length, byte field
Length, variable-length field
●

5.1.6
2.1.2
2.1.2

23-26

4.2

6

2.2,

4.5.2.c

3
3

3,

15

5.1.11

29

5.1.11

29

5.1.11

29

5.1.11

29

4.5.2.a
4.5.2.b
2.2, 4.5.1.1
2.2, 4.5.1.3
2.2

15
15
3, 14

2.2,

4.5.1.2

2.2, 4.5.1.1
4.3.2
4.3.2
4.3.2

3, 15
4
4, 15
4, 15
0
8
8

Little endian recording

see Recording
order, little
endian

Maps, compressed and uncompressed

1, 4., 5.1.1

1,

Masks, frame and subframe
Masks transparent pixel

5.1.5

21-23

5.1.5.b.

22-23

MIL-A-89007
MIL-A-89027
MIL-STD-2400

2.1.1, 4.(1)
2.1.1, 4.(2)
2.1.1, 5.1.9

2,

6

2,

6
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6,

2, 27

19
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CT2, 27
1, 2, 27

MIL-STD-2407
MIL-sTD-2411-1

2.1.1, 5.1.9

MIL-sTD-2411-2

2.1.1, 4.e.,
5.2.1.b.(2),
5.2.2.a.(2),
5.2.3.b.(2)
see NITF

2, 6,
66

4.C

6

2.1.1, 4.e
4.(1)

2,

2.2, 4.5.2.b

4,

4.3

6

4.3.2

7

4.3.2

7

4.3.2

7

4.3.2

7

4.3.3

10

4.3.2

7

4.3.2
4.3.1

7

4.3.2

8

4.3.2

7

4.3.2

7

4.3.2

7

4.3.2

7

4.b.

6

2.2

4

5.1.9
4.(1)

27

2.2

3

4.b

6

1.1, 2.1.1,
5.1.10

National Imagery Transmission
Format
New editions and updates
NITF
Non-polar maps
Non-Sequential Recording
Notation
Notation, <x>
Notation, /xl
Notation, [x]
Notation, {x}
Notation,
Notation, bit field
Notation, byte field
Notation, decimal
Notation, file structure entry
Notation, group
Notation, ordered sequence
Notation, subordination levels
Notation, unordered sequence
Online use of RPF data
optical media cartridge
packaging standards
Polar maps
portable operating System
Interface for Computer
Environments (POSIX)
Process, reversible
U

.
,

.
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BUWEGZ
Product specification
Raster product Format
Recording format, ASCII character
string
Recording format, bit string
Recording format, Boolean field
Recording format, byte string
Recording format, floating-point
number
Recording format, real value
Recording format, signed integer
Recording format, unsigned integer
Recording media, 4mm tape
Recording media, 8mm tape
Recording media, CD-Recordable
Recording media, CD-ROM
Recording media, erasable optical
disk
Recording order, big endian “
Recording order, little endian
Recording order, non-numeric data
Recording standards
Reference designator, generating

1.1. 4.1

1,

see RPF
4,4.2,4

14

6

4.4.2.3

14
14
14
12

4.4.2.3

12

4.4.2.1

11

4.4.2.2

11

2.2, 4.5.1.4

3, 15

2.2, 4.5.1.3

4,

15

2.2, 4.5.1.5

4,

15

2.2, 4.5.1.1

3, 14

4.5.1.2

15

4.4.l.a,
4.4.1.1
4.4.l.a
4.4.1.1
4.4.l.b
4.5
4.5.4.3.C,
4.5.4.4*C,

10-11

4.4.2.5
4.4.2.7
4.4.2.6

10
14
16-17, 26

5.1.7

Registered data values
Repeating groups
RPF
RPF data, online use

4.b

Spectral bands

5.1.11

Subframe structure
Text Product Standard
Third-party receivers

5.1.2,

2.1.1,

5.1.10

4.3.2
1.1

5.1.3

28 27
8-10
1
6
28-29
19-20

see TPS
4.5
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B J=

2, 27

TPS

2.1.1, 5.1.9

Transparent pixels
Vector product Format
Vertical datum
Volume and file structure
VPF
WGS-84

5.1.4, 5.1.5.b 21-23
See VPF
4.2
4.5.2.b
2.1.1, 5.1.9
4.2
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